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SCIENCE OF TO-DAY.
PRINCE KROPOTKIN.

III.
HE interest awakened some three
years ago by the novel and startling experiments in electricity made by
the Ka rlsruhe Professor Hertz is still
maintai ned. They not only confirmed
the long since suspected connection between electricity, magnetism, light, and
radiant heat; they also gave a new impulse to speculations as to the structure
of matter altogether, and the modes of
transmissiOn of energy.
Numerous
works on these subjects, all more or less
connected with the Karlsruhe researches,
are continually appearing, and in order
to appreciate them we are bound to re vert to the starting-point-Hertz's experiments them elves. The best means
for mastering a new branch of science,
it has been remarked, is to study it in
its nascent state.
\Vhen a moving body-say, a billiard
ball-strikes another body at rest, and,
imparting to it part of its energy, sets
it in motion; when the waves, originated on the surface of a pond by a falling

T

stone, spread in wider and wider circles,
and finally begin to rock a piece of
wood that was quietly floating in a corner of the pond; or when a tuning-fork
communicates its vibrations to another
fork at a certain distance- we may not
be able to trace all the complicated
movements of the two balls, the water
of the pond, and the air; but our mind
is satisfied to some extent as to the manner of transmission of energy from one
ball to the other, from the stone to the
piece of wood, and from the soundingfork to the other fork. Again, when
light or radiant heat is transmitted
throu gh the interstellar space, or through
the vacuum obtained in a glass tubethat is, through spa e in which we dete t almost no tra es of ponderous matter (matter acted upon by gravitation)
-we explain the transmission of the
luminous and heat energy by making a
plausible supposition; we assume that
besides the matter which constitute the
solid, liquid 1 and gaseous bodies, there
is some oth r matter or rather some
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other still more attenuated condition of
matter, inseparable from the former,
which we call ether j and we assume
that the displacements of the particles
of ether (vibrations, or, maybe, other
changes of state) are the media for
the transmission of luminous and heat
energy. It was quite natural, therefore,
to suppose-and it was supposed-that
the transmission of electro-magnetic disturbances is effected in the same way j
that they also produce vibrations, or
some other changes in the usual conditions of the particles of the surrounding
ether j and that these changes, or vibrations, are transmitted in all directions from one particle of ether to the
next, at some measurable speed-the
speed of transmission probably being
not much different from the speed of
transmission of light and radiant heat,
which is about 18o,ooo miles in a second.
However probable this hypothesis,
physicists had hitherto failed to confirm
it. Maxwell advocated it chiefly on
theoretical grounds, but decisive experiments were wanted j and although Siemens had once measured the speed of
transmission of electricity, and found it
not very different from that of light,
his measurements were still considered
as uncertain. Now came Hertz with his
ingenious experiments. He applied a
method which had proved most useful
in studying sound. When a tuning-fork
is set vibrating, its vibrations alternately
condense and rarefy the surrounding
air, and both rarefactions and condensations are transmitted by the air in all
· directions j we may call them, by analogy, waves. Now, if these waves meet
anywhere a reflecting board, they are
sent back, in the same way as the waves
of the sea are reflected by the wall of a

quay. But they may be sent back so
that each reflected condensation meets
on its back journey with ~ new condensation coming from the fork, and in that
case the sound is reinforced j or, each
reflected condensation meets with a rarefaction, and in this case both actions
neutralize each other- the sound is
weakened. So that, if we slowly approach our reflecting board to the fork,
there will be places where the board reinforces the sound (condensations meeting with condensations), then weakens
it, and then makes it louder again, although the board is moved all the time
in one direction, towards the tuningfork.
Of course, things are not so easy with
electricity. There 1s no great difficulty
in producing alternate electrifications of
the surrounding ether which would correspond to the alternate condensations
of the air, but they must follow each
other with a tremendous rapidity. In
fact, if the tuning-fork makes, say, I,ooo
vibrations in the second-the speed of
sound in dry air being but I, Ioo feet in
the same time- a condensation will only have travelled a little over one foot
before a new condensation follows it.
The 'waves' of sound will be I r\ foot
long. Bu~ if our electrical discharges
also succeeded each other with a frequency of no more than I, ooo discharges
in a second, the electric wave (supposing that it spreads at the rate of I8o,ooo
miles in a second,like light) would have
travelled I8o miles before a new wave
would be originated by the next discharge. And waves of that length are
not easy to deal with.
o that, in order to obtain waves of a reasonable
le11gth-following each other at a di tance of, say, thirty-five or forty feetHertz had to produce discharges alter-
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nating 3o,ooo,ooo times in a second.
So he did. He obtained such rapid discharges for very short intervals of time,
and thus he could measure the distances
at which the electrical waves followed
each other. A reflecting board, anrl
some means for detecting the' 'loops and
nodes," i.e. the places where the waves
reinforce or extinguish each other, were
the next requisites.
A reflecting board was readily made
out of a sheet of zinc, ten to twelve feet
square.
As to the detector, Hertz
chose, out of the various means at his
disposal, a brass wire, provided with
two knobs and bent into a ring, which
could give sparks when it received electric waves of a certain length. \Vith
these three instruments-the vibrator,
the screen, and the detector-the experiments could be carried on, and they
proved at once the close connection existing between the phenomena of electricity and light.
As soon as sparking began in the vibrator, and the detector was approached to it, sparks began to jerk between
the knobs of the latterj but they disappeared as soon as the screen was interposed between the two-the waves being interrupted in this case. On the
contrary, when the screen was placed
immediately behind the detector,strong
sparking followed j if it was removed
about eighteen feet, the sparking ceased-the direct and the reflected waves
extinguishing each other; but when the
screen was moved away for another
eighteen feet, sparking reappeared-the
two waves reinforcing ea h other, and
so on. In hort, the phenomena were
exactly like tho e which would be noticed if a tuning-fork, a reflecting board,
and a resonator were u ed. It wa thu
proved that each electrical discharge
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produces some disturbance in the surrounding spacej that the disturbance is
transmitted, through the non-conductive air, exactly as luminous or sound
vibrations are transmitted; and that
electricity is propagated, like heat and
light, at some finite and measurable
speed. Of course it would not be possible to give here the tedious processes
by which the measurements were made,
nor to tell the difficulties, the doubts,
and the seemingly contradictory facts
which were met with in the way; although dating from yesterday, Hertz's
experiments have already a whole history. Suffice it to say, that the velocity
of electricity, both in the air and the
conductive wires, proved to be very
near to that of light, namely, about
r So, ooo miles in a second.
This may be considered as the first
part of the experiments. The second
part is even more interesting, as it disclosed further analogies between electromagnetism and light. Light is transmitted by some bodies, and is reflected
by other bodies.
Electro-magnetic
waves behave in the same way; a plate
of zinc acts upon them as a mirror and
sends them back, but they pass through
a wooden door just as light passes
through a window plate. Hertz could
send them into the next room through a
shut door. If we put a red-hot iron ball
in the focus of a parabolic mirror, we
may make it light a match adjusted in
the focus of another parabolic mirror
which is placed at the other end of a
room. Electricity behaves in the same
way· we can send beam of ele tri al
oscillations by means of a parabolic mirror, and intercept them at a distance by
another mirror and sen l them into it·
focus. If we interrupt the initial discharges in a certain way-as they are
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interrupted in the Morse alphabet-we
shall transmit electrical signals and have
a telegraph without connecting wires.
Light is refracted by transparent bodies
if they h~ve the shape of a prism or a
lens; and by means of a big prism of
pitch Hertz refracted the electro-magnetic rays; he could bend them, and
send them under a right angle into another room.
Reflected light can be
polarized, and electro-magnetic rays
are polarized, too. In short, Maxwell's
hypothesis as to the identity of light and
electricity is fully confirmed. Both are
disturbances (vibrations, or whatever
they might be) in the usual state of ether
which are transmitted like all other kinds
of energy-like the energy of the billiard ball, the stone, and the tuning-fork,
of which we spoke at the beginning of
this chapter, that is, from one particle
to the next.
So we finally part with the mysterious
electric fluid just as we parted, thirty
y€ars ago, with the caloric fluid, and
we simply have before us a separate
mode of energy. When the waves of
ether have lengths of form HHlrl!Jn to
TlnlrPrnHJ parts of an inch, we have chemical energy; when they follow each other at distances of from rrrl'i1lo1H5 tonnliJ0lfOli
parts of an inch, our eye sees them
as light; when they grow tonHlflf parts
of an inch, we see them no more, but
we feel them as radiant heat; and when
they attain lengths which are measured
by yards and miles, they give the electrical phenomena.
A wide series of researches was evidently called into life by these research es, and, in fact, nearly all that is now
written upon electricity is in some way
connected with them. First of all, it
was necessary to verify the experiments;
and so they were verified by several

physicists-by Professor Fitzgerald and
Fr. Trutton at Dublin, and by Professor Lodge and Mr. Dragoumis at Liverpool. In fact, Professor Lodge had
nearly discovered the same phenomena
simultaneously with Hertz, as he was
making in r887 and r888 his experiments on the rapid discharges obtained
from Leyden jars. Blondlot, in France,
slightly modifying the primitive experiments, finally settled the velocity of
electricity in the air at from 29r,ooo to
304, ooo kilometres in a second, thus
very nearly approaching to the velocities of light. Then, Hertz himself having been brought by his earlier measurements to admit that the speed of the
electrical disturbances is much smaller
in wires than in the surrounding air,
more careful measurements were required, and they were made in Geneva and
in Germany, and proved that the velocity, as foreseen by theory, is equal in
both cases.
Another important matter was to study
the magnetic part of the same electric
disturbances. In Maxwell's theory the
magnetic disturbances ought to be nothing but transversal rotations of the particles of ether in a plane perpendicular
to the line of transmission of light and
electricity-"molecular vortices," as he
used to say. And Hertz succeeded in
proving by a new series of experimentsor, at least, in rendering it most probable- that the magnetic force ooeys in
it transmission the same laws as electricity, but that the direction of its vibrations is perpendicular to the line of
transmi sion of the electric waves ; and
he made at the same time an attempt at
measuring the mecltanical effects of the
lectric disturbances.
At the same time a further confirmation of the light theory of electricity was
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given by Arons and Rubens, who proved that the relation which, according to
Maxwell, ought to exist between the isolating power of various substances and
their powers of refracting the rays of
light, exists in reality. The resistance
offered to the passage of light and that
offered to the passage of electricity are
connected by a simple relation. On
the other side, Sir William Thomson
read before the Royal Society a most interesting paper on the screens, and their
efficiency against waves of different
lengths. He demonstrated that if the
electric sparks have a frequency of four
or five per second, a clean white paper
screen is sufficient to stop them; but
when the frequency of the sparks is fifty,
or more, the white paper screen makes
no perceptible difference. If the paper
is thoroughly blackened with ink on both
sides, some moderate frequency of a few
hundreds per second is, no doubt, sufficient to practically annul the effect of
the interposition of the screen. For discharges following each other with frequencies up to r,ooo millions in a second, a screen of blackened paper is perfectly transparent, "but if we raise the
frequency to soo million millions, the
influence to be transmitted is light, and
the blackened paper becomes an almost
perfect screen."
Many more researches--some of them
mathematical and highly suggestive as
regards the very structure of matter, and
some others opening new fields for experimental work, like J. J. Thomson's
research es into the speed of propagation
of the luminous discharge of electricity
through a rarefied gas, and Hertz's new
experiments upon the transmission of
the same di charges through various
screens, transparent or not for lightmight be mentioned in connection with
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the above. But we must say, at least,
a few words about the quite new lines of
research indicated by Mr. Crookes's experiments 0n what he names "electrical
evaporation." It was already known
that an induction current, when passing
through the platinum electrodes of a
vacuum tube, tears off the ~olecules of
platinum from the sphere of attraction
of the wire, and transports them to a
certain distance. Now, Mr. Crookes,
comparing these phenomena with those
of evaporation of liquids, made various
experiments in order to determine the
evaporating power of the electric stress
under different circumstances and with
different substances. He caused water
to be transported in this way by the
electric current; in order to increase the
power of electricity upon metals, he
diminished the cohesion of their molecules by heating the metals ; and he
studied also the relations between the
transport of the molecules by electric
stress, and the phenomena phosphorescence. One feels, especially when
rem em bering the speculations of the
first half of this century (chiefly those
of eguin), that a new and most promising field is opened by these researches;
they raise a host of questions relative
to the most difficult parts of molecular
mechanics.
The same must be said as regards
modern research in Chemistry. The
work now done is of two different kinds.
·while a numerous army of laboratory
workers accumulate heaps and heaps of
minute facts, and study the properties
of separate chemical compounds without being guided by any general idea, a
few chemists devote themselves to the
most intricate questions relative to the
very substance of chemical reactions
and molecular structure, they endeavor
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to bridge over the gulf between molecu,ar physics and chemistry, and to
conceive the latter as a separate branch
of physics and mechanics. But we shall
postpone the ~nalysis of these endeav-

ors, hoping that some opportunity may
soon be offered to come to some more
definite ideas out of the conflicting
theories of the present moment.
--l'l£neteenth Century.

TWO NOTABLE PETS.

J.

FRAISE RICHARD.

of the temporary residents of
ONEWashington
City is Mrs. M. A. vV.
Taylor. Her actual home is the old
Dutton Place on the "\Vicomico river, in
Charles County, Maryland. Her maiden name was Dutton. Her father, N.
T. Dutton, was of English descent, and
was noted specially for the fascination
and daring which the chase and other
field sports afforded him. He was an
expert at horseback riding, and naturally imparted the same characteristics to
his children whom he often took, without regard to sex, upon the road or into
the more exciting scenes of the chase.
About r87o, Miss Dutton became the
wife of Charles H. Wood, with whom
she lived happily for twelve or more
years. He was an industrious neighboring young man, and possessed such
traits as made him a popular and successful tiller of the soil. In 187 I he
bought what was known as the Yatten
farm consisting of some 233 acres of
excellent land nestling under the hills
along the Wicomico river, and devoted
himself earnestly and conscientiously
to the varied labors of farm life.
One of the fixtures of the farm which
passed gracefully into the service of th e
newly married couple was Old Cltarlotte
the family housemaid who, at that time,
was the mother of several children and
was some thirty or more years of age.

She had been rea reo in that region and,
as is often the case, was an oracle as to
the [ttle things which constitute the essence of local history.
Two other creatures, a mocking bird
and a black snake, were accompaniments
if not fixtures of the farm, a sketch of
which constitutes the burden of this
story.
The mocking-bird, called technically
Mimus Pollyglottus, is one of the famous birds of America, and one of the
finest singers in the world. By some
naturalists it is placed among the thrushes, differing from that type of birds in
that it has the tarsus scutellated in front
while they have the tarsus covered by a
single thorny plate.
It inhabits the
greater part of the United States from
the Atlantic to the Pacific, but is most
numerous east of the Alleghanies. In
fact, its range north and south extends
from New England to Brazil; but interi orly it is not found north of Wisconsin.
It is only a summer resident of the
Northern States, and migrates to the
outh in early winter, passing that season i n the gulf states and Mexico. Its
size is about equal to that of the Songthrush. The upper parts of the body
are of a dark brownish ash color; wings
and tail are nearly black; and the und er parts are brownish white.
Its
b eauty as to either form or color is not
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sufficient to give it any pre-eminence
among birds.
Its success in imitating other birds
has made it the competitor, musically,
of the European nightingale. It is difficult, however, to institute a successful
comparison inasmuch as they are not
found, in ~heir natural state, to occupy
the same regions; and their notes can
hardly be compared by memory. The
nest is not construct~d with any effort at
concealment as to its location, nor with
much care as to its architecture. It is
found in some tree in the orchard or
garden near the habitation of man. The
eggs produced, from three to six in
number, are of pale bluish-green, blotched with light yellowish brown. Of these
eggs as well as of the young they contain,snakes are exceedingly fond. The
reptiles are often repelled, however, by
the parent bird which hesitates not to
attack any intruder, be it another bird,
a hawk, a cat or dog, or even man himself. The bird hatches three broods in
one season. Its food consists of various kinds of seeds, berries and insects.
Its powers of imitation are most remarkable, including those of crowing like a
cock, barking like a dog, mewing like a
cat, cackling like a hen, or the rumbling
of a wheelbarrow.
To return from this general description of the mocking-bird to the particular specimen under consideration, Jet it
be stated that when Mr. Wood bought
the Yatten farm in 1871, the bird previously referred to was on hand. According to Old Charlotte it had been a
resident of the locality ever since she
was a little girl. Pete, for that is the
bird's name, is a marked specimen of
his kind. Nearly as large as an ordinary quail, he has a white throat and
three white feathers in his right wing.
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From the data which Old Charlotte
gives, Pete must be nearly a half a century old. During all these years he has
built his nest on a particular tree, a
large black cherry on the side of the
orchard, and his mate has built hers in
the honey-suckle arbor. Whether he
has had the same mate through all these
eventful years, or has changed from
time to time is not known. The distinguishing marks in the female mocking-bird are not so prominent as in
those of the male.
Pete never does any singing except
in his own tree, and that always at
night. His repertory consists of thirtytwo different songs. His voice is re markably sweet, soft and clear, and has
not been impaired, in the least, by his
great age. Through all the eventful
scenes of half a century he has retained
his youthfulness, his eye remaining un dimmed and his natural force being unabated.
In March, 1884, a little circumstance
worthy of note occurred. Mrs. Taylor
(for Mr. Wood died and his widow had,
meantime, married a Mr. Taylor) was
taken ill of a fever. Pete, as if endued
with both human knowledge and sym pathy, changed his place of giving nocturnal concerts from his favorite cherry
to a large locu st near the window of his
afflicted mistress, and from 8 o'clock in
the evening until 1 o'clock in the morning he was heard in cheery song.
The other creature is the black snake,
Pythan, six feet in length and three
inches in diameter. He has a white
throat and belly, and burrows under the
honey suckle arbor to which allusion
has already been made. "W ith the re turn of spring he CO'l.les forth from his
favorite haunt. Addison, the husband
of Old Charlotte, says he saw the snake
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in the same place many years prior to
I87 1. He is doubtless thirty or forty
years of age; and like Pete is regarded
as a rightful occupant of the place. He
is a bachelor, and perfectly harmless
except as to rats and mice. He creeps
through the corn house and devours
these pestiferous creatures his path being visible both by the displaced corn
and the scaly skin he leaves behind every
spring. No rat trap or terriers are needed to exterminate vermin so long as he
is given his accustomed liberty to do
so.
Both Pete and Python have had the
fullest protection afforded them by the
owners of the land. On one ocr.asion,
while Mr. Wood was living, Addison
under the plea that he was being dan-

gerously charmed by Python, was in the
act of lifting a pondrous weapon to kill
the serpent when he was discovered by
Mr. Wood who dashed forward and
struck his faithful servant such a blow
as felled him instantly.
Both the bird and the snake seem to
know that they are rightful occupants
of their accustomed haunts. They both
appeared at their old stands last season
without fear of molestation- and Pete
has appeared again this season without
fear of molestation.
Every lease of
the farm since Mr. Wood took possession in I 87 I makes generous provision
for the protection of Pete and Python,
and the tenant is frequently interrogated
as to their presence and welfare.

A MUCH NEEDED INSTITUTION.
T. F.

N an article under the caption "Wanted," which appeared in the REVIEW
last July, we called attention to three
movements which in particular we deemed needed and which we thought altogether practicable and feasible. The
first was a bureau on the Chautauqua
plan for the dissemination of knowledge;
the second, a normal school system ; the
third, some means of reaching that large
class of our young men who are now neglected and who, for lack of better ways
to employ their leisure time, spend it in
hanging about corners and in saloons.
We feared that our plans, far from being considered practicable, would be
looked on as utopian, and hence were
not unprepared when one of our friends
offered just such a criticism. It is very
easy to propose, but to show how plans

I
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rna y be carried out offers the difficulty.
The editor in a private letter stated that
in his opinion the first want would be
met by the Reading Circle movement;
the third, by the Young Men's National
Union. w·e are in entire accord with
the editor in his view, and believe that,
if the Reading Circle movement is encouraged as it should be, it is destined
to become a most potent factor for good
and extend its influence beyond all present expectations.
That the Young
Men's National Union has in its power
to save numbers from the ill effects of
their evil surroundings is without doubt.
The objection to be found, though, with
the Union is that it is not fulfilling its
entire mi sion. The Union appeals to
the better clas es of our young men who,
in any event, would most probably sue-

•
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ceed very well in leading well-ordered
lives; but the poorer classes, those whom
we had before our mind when writing
have not as yet to any very noticeable
extent enjoyed the Union's solicitude.
This may proceed from a lack of means
to reach these classes; it may be that
the Union has not attained to sufficient
prosperity to be able to branch out and
make an effective appeal to those who
without help cannot organize themselves;
or it may be that the Union is not fully
alive to what it might accomplish, and
hence is making no special effort to benefit any except those who present themselves, declaring they are willing to be
benefitted. However, it may be fairly
said that the Reading Circle movement
and the National Union may be expected some day to minimize to the smallest
possible limits, perhaps remove altogether, two of the wants which for a long
time back must have suggested themselves to many as very pressing wants,
indeed. The editor was not quite so
clear as to the way in which a Normal
School System might be established.
H~ seemed to think this might develop
out of our present parochial school.
With this we cannot agree-not at least
if his and our understanding of what was
proposed be the same.
Our words
about the normal school were: "There
should be opened a number of schools
* * * where teachers might be prepared or where in a brief period those already teach ers could make a review of
their studies, brush themselves up in
whatever experience had taught them
they were deficient and acquire a knowledge of all the latest improved methods
which have come into vogue since they
prepared themselves for their mission;
schools, where practical commercial
course might be mastered, where a dip

a
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might be taken into science and the
classics, where in short, with the least
expense and the greatest expedition a
liberal education mi ght be acquired."
It will be seen that what we proposed
was, a school which would be an educational center, attracting to itself large
numbers who would be glad to avail
themselves of the advantages offered; a
school, wherein those of slender means
would be given an opportunity to get a
start preparing them for any specialty
they desired later o n to cultivate; a
school, giving a college course, only
giving it in a shorter time than a college.
It is 1'>erhaps wrong and misleading to
call our proposed institution a normal
school, and we did so only because we
knew no better name and hecaus e we
had before us a school which calls itself
normal and which accomplishes all that
we set forth. We have long since become convinced that for the ordinary
young man our colleges do not meet the
requirements. The courses to be followed are too long and tedious unless
one has plenty of time and money or
fe els very earnest about fitting himself
thorou ghly for one or other of the higher professions.
ur ideal in our colleges is very splendid, but how often is
it attained? Five or six years spent in
looking after Latin and Greek roots may
be a very wholesome intellectual discipline and be of great advantage in opening up the faculties to an easier grasp
of difficulties later on, and no doubt add
to the general mental culture, but if one
cannot devote five or six years to a training of this kind, is he to be deprived of
training of every kind? It is not held,
that in order to become a lawyer or a
physician a very extensive knowledge of
Latin and Greek is required. Applica tion to law and Materia Medica is what
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counts. As a preparation to this application some Latin aud Greek are useful,
will neve1· be found in the way, but an
extensive knowledge of these languages
is not absolutely necessary, whereas it
is impossible to get along in either law
or medicine without having gathered a
considerable range of information somewhere. It is to give this needful preparation, not only for law and medicine
but for any other course in life in which
learning is useful,-and in what course
of life is it not useful ?-that this school
would be intended. We want a short cut
across the country. With direct railroad
facilities it is not necessary to go around
by the Cape in order to travel from San
Francisco to New York. We can steer
straight across the continent, traversing
a much shorter route and saving wonderfully in time. So, too, we feel that a
mistake is made by adhering unalterably to our long college courses when
much shorter would suffice, and would
accommodate a large number of our
young men who as things are at present
cannot entertain a hope of getting a fair
education but must always remain hewers of wood and haulers of water. If
we continue obstinate in following our
old methods exclusively and are unwilling to compete with our neighbors in
the new, it is easy to see that we must
fall behind in the race. Vve may have
a number of brilliant scholars, but they
will have the polite masses. "\Ve may
possibly excel in quality, they will certainly have quantity.
A school such as we speak of, far
from being utopian is altogether practicable. As I have said before, I know
of just such a school conducted on a
non-sectarian basis. It is because I received a catalogue from thi institution
some time ago that I am minded to re-

turn to this discussion.
I intend to
run through this catalogue briefly as it
furnishes us the best account of what is
being accomplished. It is not necessary to state where the school is situated
as I am in no sense engaged to advertise it. I remember very well its be· ginnings and am familiar with some of
the results of its work. At this instant
there comes to mind the case of a young
man who had held a position on a railroad in Pennsylvania, and who, discharged for incompetency in not being
able to make out his reports, or some
such matter, determined that he would
fit himself for his next position so that
his former experience would not be repea ted. He heard of the school I speak
of and started for it. His disposition
was thorough and once into his studies
he had a desire to remain at them as
long as his means held out. After about
two years he completed the course, but
instead of caring to go back to his former life he was ::tll earnest to fit himself
for something higher. By working during the summer months in the field he
had been able to make quite a saving
and had some money left. To become
a physician was most congenial to his
tastes, and so, with this object in view
he entered a medical college. Another
period of patience and toil and he gradated with high honors, received his diploma, and was ready for practice. All
his difficulties seem to have been in the
preparation, for our young doctor in a
short time became a very popular physician,and to day ranks among the leaders of his profession in the city of the
World's Fair. Had this young man not
been able to find a school offering him
an opportunity to cover a great deal of
ground in a short time, instead of occupying a position of the highest respon-
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sibility and honor he might gladly be
accepting any labor that would afford
him the means of livelihood. It was to
meet this and similar cases as well as
to supply a less tedious means than usual
for acquiring a fair education that the
Normal School referred to was established. The words found on page four
of its catalogue are: "\V e have learned
by observation that there are thousands
of people with strong minds passing
through life without any education whatever, from the following reasons: 1st.
They are unable to meet the enormous
expenses common to so many of our
schools, and should they be able to do
this they are unwilling to expend their
money for what is not practical. 2d.
The time required to receive even an
ordinary education is too long in most
of our institutions of learning. 3d.
Students are compelled to study many
branches that are not practical, and perhaps are distasteful to them and thus
their progress is retarded.'' We are
told that only practical studies are embraced in the curriculum, and that no
one will be held back because of the
drones, the laggards or the dullards.
On the title page of the catalogue is
found the legend : "Expenses are less
here than at any other similar institutions in the land." The management is
matter of fact and explains this boast
on page four by saying: "Experience
has taught u that the extravagant bills
students are required to pay are wholly
unnecessary and that a thorough practical education can be secured at onethir the expense and in much less time
than is usually required."
comparison between the expense of this and
other in titution is found on page 65 of
the atalogue. In the collegiate department the following rate for a year of
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forty weeks will not be found above the
average:
Board, tuition and room ...... $18s .oo
Books.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30. oo
Fuel, lights and washing ..... . 40.00
Incidentals ................ .. 12. so
Total for the year ........ $267.so
The expenses at the Nor mal for the
same time are as follows:
Board, tuition and room ....... $9S. oo
All books used, rented for.. . . . . 1. so
Fuel, lights and washing.. . . . . . 20. oo
Incidentals. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . oo. oo
Total for the year. ....... $116. so
By boarding at club rates the entire
expenses could be reduced to $98. 8o.
A similar comparison in the other departments shows : Expenses of five
months' course at other commercial colleges will not be less than $233. At the
Nor mal expenses do not exceed $67. so.
In the engineering course the expenses
for one year are $103, while in other
schools they will amount to 3S5·
one year course in elocution can be made
here at a total outlay of $1oo. The
same in other schools would ost not
less than $3oo.
Let no one suppose that these figures
011 the part of the Normal are fi titious.
They art absolutely reliable as can be
atte ted by any of its more than two
thousand students. After this we arc
prepared to read, that "the school has
continued in rapid regular growth from
its organization to the present time,"
and that it "now has reprcsentati ves
from every tate and territory in the
Union and from the provinces f anada."
'The enrollment has increased
from 61 to 2,473 p r term."
ew
buildings, boar ling hall· et . have
been erected, and various improvements
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have been made in the different departments. The success and growth of the
school ~arne from the fact that it lived
up to all its promises, that it did all that
it guaranteed. Had this not been true
it would never have been able, year after year, to attract an increased attendance from a class who for the most part
"have made their own money and are
paying their own way."
Our Normal School did not attain to
its present large proportions without encountering many difficulties, chief among
which was "the opposition which came
from educators everywhere. This arose
from the fact that, in the course of study,
methods of management, the school
differed from the old established rules,
and customs." The management never
answered any criticisms but confided in
the results of the school to be its best
defense, and to such good purpose that
"those who at the beginning were its
bitterest opponents are now its warmest
friends." This Normal School has been
in existence only eighteen years, and yet
in this short time it has achieved so
much that whereas formerly it was looked on with contempt its worth to-day is
recognized wherever the school is
known. The principal of the school is a
man deserving great credit. When some
eighteen years ago he set about organizing his school, he was at an age anyone
would call young for such an undertaking. He had little money, and what
was worse, had no encouragement. But
he knew what he was about and had
push and energy. He looked around
for a building and finally -found one,
offering the advantages of good location
and of purchasable low figure. Our
principal went before the city fathers,
got a meeting of the people called, and
so well did he account for himself and

his enterprise that, though he was vigorously opposed by many, the majority
agreed to advance a loan in order to
open the school and assumed some responsibility for its future welfare. ·w hen,
afterwards, the time came to pay the
loan the city had become so well pleased with the school that it would accept
no return. It was not for a considerable period, though, that all hesitation
ceased, so slo\Yly does an idea grow.
But reaction at last set in, and for anumber of years the school has enjoyed a
well-deserved popularity at home and
abroad, but particularly at home where
it is best known.
The institution is conducted on the
eclectic plan, as it is presumed that the
students are old enough to have made
a decision as to their life work, and to
know what branches will be best suited
for them. Where advice is needed advice is given, but experience has taught
the faculty that "giving students the
privilege of selecting their own studies
is a wise provision." The courses are
so varied that no one can fail to find
studies congenial to his tastes and aims.
The regular courses are : Preparatory,
Teachers', Scientific, Commercial, Classic, Select, Fine Art, Elocution, Musical.
Besides these there are the Civil Engineering department, Law and Medical
departments, while if a student desires to
learn Phonography, Typewriting, or
Telegraphy, the very best facilities are
afforded and he may at any time enter
a large class pursuing these specialties.
It would be interesting to give an outline of the work for a term, but to do
this part of our subject justice would
require more space than we are disposed to claim for ourselves. \Ve must not,
however, forget to mention a few of the
features of the school all of which in a
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non-sectarian institution under Protestant auspices will be found to be admirable. We quote from the catalogue before us :
1st. "The institution is self-governing in its character."
zd. "Education is not merely the acquistition of knowledge but the accumulation of physical, mental and moral
power."
3d. "The instituti on has no endowment, therefore must depend upon its
own merits for its patronage and support; thus causing its tea hers to exert
all their energies in order that entire
satisfaction may be given."
4th. "The teachers are all thorou ghly trained and prepare<i for their work."
5th. "It is a school where an education is made accessible to all. Rich
and poor alike may receive a thorough
practical education. \York i. the standard, not wealth."
6th. "In a three years' course in this
institution the student will receive an
education equivalent to a six years'
course in many of our colleges, thus
making it the cheapest and most profitable school in the \Vest."
7th. "The moral and religious interests of each student are carefully guarded, yet no sectarian principles are inculcated."
We have purposely omitted one more
feature which is found in the li t: "A
true education is accomplished more
fully by the cooperation of the sexes.''
s this is a debatable proposition we
have not included it amongst the features of the school which are worthy of
commendation. In connection with the
chool, ' e may ay a a natural outgrowth of mind come together for their
common improvement are a number f
literary societies. There is al ·o a plen-
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did library containing more than 10, ooo
volumes to which the students have free
access. They are advised "to take a
thorough course in reading. Too much
attention cannot be given to the reading
of good books." A complete equipment
of anatomical and geographical maps
and charts, philosophical, astronomical
and chemical apparatus and fine geological cabinet meet all requirements in
thi line.
Here in this school we have a quite
omplete illust rati on of what was in
view when we spoke of there being urge nt need of a Normal
hool ystem.
It will be seen that there is nothing impracticable in the idea. This school
which is now enjoying so much prosperity, and· accompli hing vast good,
can look back through not so many
years when its beginnings were most
humble and modest. There was no
wealth back of the enterprise - nothing
but one man's energy and push. But
that man had a set purpose, he saw
more clearly than those who opposed
him, he felt that he kne,.v what grand
re ults would be accomplished if he
could put his thought into action. He
was not discouraged by objections ; he
was not deterred by assailants; he was
unmoved by clamors. He kept right
on, following the course he had mapped
out. He finally succeeded-succeeded,
I will venture to say, beyond his own
mo t sanguine expe Lation . He founded a
hoot that grew and nouri shed
an I is d e ·ti ned still to levelop, until it
shall become the wonder and admiration of multitudes; a s hool, that has
su ceeded I on 7 si nce in making it bittere t opponent its friends· a chool,
that fr mit own re ur es has unb unded mean for its upport · a h ol whi h
may laim as its roudest b ;t t hat
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has always been what it is and always
will be, the friend of the poor and struggling, but aspiring young man, who in
turn has been, is, and will be its friend.
Such progress is truly marvelous. It
manifests to a certainty that this school
met a long-felt want. It is absolute evidence that there is a demand for shorter and more economical methods than
our colleges have been furnishing. It is
a proof that there is a large class of
young men who are desirous of securing an education if the means are afforded them. What has been done may
be done. The success of this school
teaches us that similar institutions can
be made to thrive. TJ- e field is not
exhausted, it has hardly been entered.
In nearly every diocese in this country
we might t>ave a normal school. of
this kind-not so large in its proportions but large enough to do incalculable good. There is no sufficient
reason why we should be behind in this
matter, we who have so glorious a record for our zeal in spreading knowledge.
If we are not moving we may depend on
it that there will be others who will not
be so slow to take advantage of the opportunities which are waiting at our

doors. Nay, they have been busy before this, and hundreds of our young
people have been forced into accepting
training where they are always in more
or less danger of losing their faith, or
at least of having its brightness tarnished when they would willingly, gladiy,
wend their steps to a Catholic institution it it could be found. All that is
necessary for the work is a man of resources and right ideas, a modern man
imbued with earnestness arising from
conviction. ·with such a man in the
lead everything else will follow, buildings, students, faculty, cabinet, library.
He will not lack friends or encouragement. A little patience and his soul
shall be cheered and consoled. \Vho
will undertake this work? Some day it
must he undertaken, but who will undertake it now? Now is tlze acceptable
time. With the Reading Circle movement, the Young Men's ational Union
already well established, if we could
hope that in the no very distant future,
a Normal School ystem such as we have
described might be put into effective
operation, there would be much of promise in the outlook.
-Reading Circle Review.

P YCHOLO Y-THE APPLICATION
II.
NoTE :-In the last number of THE T DENT,
r. 415, first col., the sentence, "If I know that
A is true, I can infer that E i false, and 0 i
true," should read, "0 is fal e."

w

E have now been over the outlines of Psychology thoroughly
enough to begin to make application of
the principles obtained. And fir t we
mu t try what we can do with grammar.
\Ve have already een in many way how

A RVER.

intimately connected are thought and
speech. So intimate is the connection,
that it is yet a di puted que ·tion whether or not there can be anything properly called thought without speech. Profe or Cope, one of the mo t eminent
of living paleontologists, and who is a
thorough going evolutionist and an orthodox Quaker, believe that the change
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which was made when man was introduced upon the stage of eartl1ly life was
nothing more than the conferring upon
some anthropoid form this faculty of
articulate speech. The growing conviction that man's place in nature is one
that allies him much more closely with
lower forms than was once believed, is
likely to be strengthened by the work of
that enthusiastic Virginian, Mr. R. L.
Garner, in his efforts to make out something in regard to what he calls ''the
speech" of the higher forms of the apes.
·w hatever the exact truth about the
matter may be, one thing seems certain,
the intellectual development of individuals or nations may be measured very
accurately by the language in which their
thought is expressed. The saying, which
we sometimes hear, that a person understands some matter but cannot express his understanding of it, is without
doubt an error. Inability to express a
thought always points to some haziness
in the thought itself, and there is a great
deal of truth in the saying of Socrates,
that any one is eloquent upon any subject which he understands. But these
are matters foreign to our purpose and
may be dismissed. The relations of
thought and language are fully discussed in the larger works, and to these the
young teacher must be refer red. What
we are to do, is to see what light the
matters which we have been studying
can throw upon the matters commonly
discussed in grammar. 'Ve cannot hope
to do more than get a few hints, which
farther study must work out.
The entire subject-matter of grammar
may be arranged under these three
heads : first, the formation of no_uns;
second, the classification of nouns;
third, the con tructions of nouns. \Ve
have seen that the out i e world i made
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up of individual things, substances together with their various attributes of
qualities, actions and relations; that
the internal world is made up of percepts corresponding to these external
things, and of concepts formed out of
the pe~·cepts as explained before, and,
finally, of thoughts proper, made up of
the known relations of the concepts,all constituting the world of knowledge,
or of known things; and, lastly, we have
seen that language is a sort of symbolic
world,symbolizing both the other worlds,
of things and of thoughts. vVe have seen,
too, that in the case of terms, or concepts, the most important matter to be
considered is their content, or intension,
the aggregate of attributes which make
them up and give them significance.
The word animal, for example, signifies
something that affects the senses, that is
organic, and that uses organic matter
for its food, or as we symbolized it,
+A+B+C; where the attributes, A.
B, and C, make up the content of the
term and give it all its significance. In deed, the primordial form of thought,
even in perception, is this of ubstance
and inhering attributes,
is A, and B,
and C,-Gold is yellow, heavy, ductile,
etc., etc. It will be rememberecl that
there are two ways of interpreting propositions, one as to their intention and
one as to their extension. Thus, "the
horse is an animal," mean·, intensively,
the horse has all the attributes of animal, and, extensively, the horse is one
of the lower clas es of ani mal. The sc ond way is the one of least signifi an c,
indeed it be omes significant only when
it is translated into the first. In truth,
the whole . ubject-matter of grammar is
an expo ition of the different methods
by whi h the content, or intension, of
a term may be modified. In other
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words, the science of grammar is concerned solely with the relations, direct! y
or indirectly, that exist between nouns.
The adjective is a noun, it is the predicative form of the name of an attribute;
and all its different constructions are
only different ways of expressing its different relations to its subject. The adverb is simply a modifier of an attribute,
and comes ultimately to modify the subject of the attribute. The verb is either a pure copula, that is a typical connective of an attribute and its s•1bject,
or a form in which connective and attribute are partially or completely fused
into one word. Prepositions are, more
or less perfectly, mere indices of therelations that exist between nouns; and
conjunctions merely indicate what relations exist between propositions, that
is, they are only secondary indices of
relations between primary relations of
nouns. ·w hatever seeming exceptions
may be found to these principles, will
be found to be the results of either contractions or imperfect development,
just as in botany anomalous forms are
the results of fusion or imperfect development of parts to be explained only by a reference to the typical forms
in which the laws of development have
gone on without interference to their
own proper ends.
Since the adjective is the proper form
of the name of an attribute,ils construction, that is, the different ways in which
its relations to its subject are exprc sed,
are the first matter of conse 1nence in
syntax. Let ns see what they ar .
I. Predicate=The boy is uood.
2. Appositive= \ boy good for anything i courteous.
3· Attributive=. croot! boy i courteous.
4· Factitive=It made th boy good.

He painted the house white. He talked me tir;d.
S· Adverbial _predicate= He stood
firm. He came ruslzing.
6. Aclverbialappositive=The sun ris·
ing over the hills scattered the clouds.
"Men, sick of no worse distemper than
themselves, expect a wondrous cure-all
in equality."
The first five designations are taken
from \Vhitney, the last has been formed
after the analogy of the fifth . Now, let
us see what they mean. The first is
plain enough; it is the starting point of
them all, since it is the original form of ·
all thought, subject and attribute with
the proper thought connective, a copula.
It expresses the proper thought form
when the discrete attributes are connected with the common subject in perception. The others are all formed by
abridgment and incorporation of the
first. The second is an abridged relative clause, a boy wlzo is good, etc. A
pure appositive is always an abridged relative clause. In the third, the abridgment is carried farther than in the second. It is not only "a boy who is good,"
but something more intimate that we are
to think of. The attribute is taken entirely away from its predicative position,
after its subject, and placed before the
subject, ·incorporated, as it were, with
the subject. If we had a single word
meaning "good boy," we would use the
single word, and not the two. This is
the way we have of increasing the in tenion of a term and diminishin g, that i ,
limiting its extension. It may be taken
a the type of the limiting, adjective.
There is not tirne to e plain fully the
fourth.
ometime a special article
may be aive n to it. The adjective e ·pr e the effect of the action upon the
dire t object, (which is called the fac-
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titative object.) The term factitive is
clerived from the Latin factitious, belonging to the jactitatum, or thing made.
There is no copulative infinitive understood. ''He painted the house to be
white," and "he talked me to be tired"
are not English, they are nonsense.
Even in such a sentence as "I saw him
going," or ''I heard him talking," the
participles hav~ the factitive construction. There is a sense in which my seeing made the going and my hearing
made the talking. ·when I say "the
court adjudged him insane," the meaning literally is "the court made him in sane by adjudging," not by judging but
adjudging. A court cannot judge a man
insane, though I can. In some of the
Latin and Greek grammars, the construction is called the predicate accu sative, or object, because the attribute
is joined to its subject by the verb; but
that term would better be kept for another construction. The two sentences,
"I think him honest" and "I think him
to be honest", are probably both idiorna tic English, but they do not mean
the same thing. The first means, "I
make him honest by thinking", that is
"make him honest to my thought"; the
second means, "my thought is, that he
is honest." In the first, "him" is the
direct object, the factitative, and honest
is the factitive object, or is an adjective
in the fact itive construction; in the second, the infinitive clause, "him to be
honest,' ' is the direct object, the ognate
object of the verb,-"hirn" is the objective subject of the infinitive lause,
and "honest" is the objective predicate
of the same, or would be so were it a
substantative. To this la t construetion the term predicate objecti e might
be applied. The fifth construction is
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very common with the participles. The
pure copula was once significant, it
meant exist, or something of the kind,
and was properly limited by the proper
predicate modifier, an adverb.
But
in the process of time its significance
decayed, until now it usually has no
more significance than the pure prepo sitions. There are other verbs, "seem",
for example, in which the decadence
has not gone so far, and still others, like
"stood'' and similar verbs of action, in
which it is but slightly felt. In the case
of "is" and "seem" (the word is from
the root of the adjective "same") the
predicative force of the verb is so far
gone that there is nothing left to which
a modification can attach itself, and, so,
an adjective is used and joined at once
to the subject of the proposition. But
with the verbs of action, the prcdicati ve
force is still strong enough to give the
feeling that some modification may attach to it. Consequently, when the
modifier is used, it takes the form of a
predicate adjective, though it is felt to
make some modification of the attribute
already in the verb. Hence, the name,
adverbial predicate. In the sixth case,
which again is quite common with the
participles, the start of the construction
is an abridged adverbial clause of time,
cause, or attendant circumstance, standing in its own proper place in the predicate. After the abridgment, what was
the predi ate o f the adverbial lause, instead of being left in its position with
the predicate, is transferred ancl in orporatecl with the subje t of the proposi tion, to which in ~he end even as an
adverb, it would come to be attached.
till, its force as a predi ate modifier is
yet felt· and, hen e, the name,adverbial appositive. The se ond example
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means not only "men wlto are sick exThe next article will attempt to give
pect a cure· a!l," but they expect it be- a classification of nouns.
cause they are sick.
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THE TEA (}HER.

THE COLORS OF WATER.
CARL VOGT.

' ' GRANDPA," asked my two grandchildren, as if with one voice,
"shall we pass over the blue lake when
we go to Geneva?''
Our residence at Salvan, a charming
village of the canton Wallis, about a
thousand metres above the level of the
sea, was nearing its end . The return
journey was the subject of lively conversation, and we were almost entirely
occupied with the fancies of the children, who asked no end of questions.
"We shall go across the blue lake," I
said. "First we shall go down to the
station. Grandma and I will go in
carriages, you others will walk. Then
we shall take the railway train and go
down to the lake. The steamboat will
be there, and as soon as we are
aboard- "
"Grandpa,'' interposed the others,
"why is the lake so blue?"
I was somewhat confused by these
questions. If a fool can ask more questions than ten men can answer, a child
can perplex more than a hundred grandpas. An evasive reply, like "It is blue
because it is not yellow like the der at
home," was not available with my children. It is an old observation that the
simpler a phenomenon of
ature appears at fir tsight, the more complicat-

edit is in fact; but it is always well to
recollect that there is no simple phenomenon in Nature, that all that ever
happens or is perceived by our senses
is only a result of very different or even
opposing forces and causes, which we
must not only learn by observation, but
must also separate from one another by
experiment, if we would come to a conclusion that has hands and feet. Every
one can see that the Lake of eneva is
blue, and most persons regard the subject as quite simple and clear, without
probing further into the causes of the
blue color. But if a child in his nai1.1e
candor asks for the reason of this color
which has struck him because the waters
of his home are not like it, there floats
before the mind of the expert an unanticipated multitude of problem in optic
involving the most difficult law and
broad knowledge, and over which mathematicians and physici ts and tudents
of every kind artists and poet have
racked their brain , without having ever
reached a definite olution. How, then,
shall he convey idea to a child which
hall give an an wer to the que tion
adapted to hi powers of comprehenion?
I was thinking of preparing a mall
water-color drawing, when the children
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asked their eager question. vVhy should
I not invoke the Muse to the help of
art? A large cylindrical glass, holding a
litre, stood on the table, filled with the
superb water that gushes out of the
slates fresh and cool, crystal clear, and
chemically pure.
"Look at the water in the glass," said
I; "of what color is it?"
"l don't see that it is of any color,"
said one. "lt is red," said the other.
"But that comes from the flowers that
are behind it," replied Annie. "Come
round to where I am; it doesn't look red
from here."
Lili ran round the table, and confessed, a little vexed, that the water was not
red. She had a disposition, perhaps,
like Lessing's, who was dissatisfied because the spring was always green, and
not, by way of change, sometimes red.
"Is it not true, grandpa, that water
has no color?"
"Yes, dear child, it is blue, but so
little so that you can not see it."
''Can you see that it is blue?"
"No; but still it is blue. Look at
this."
I took a little ultramarine on the end
of the bru ·h and mixed it with water.
"Does it look blue now?"
"No; I sec nothing."
"Nor I. But you saw how I put a
little blue color in it with the brush."
"Yes, but there was not enough of it.
Put more in."
I silently took the glass and set it on
a piece of white paper in the bright sunshine.
ow look from above down
into it."
"It is blue!" sai the little one, clapping her hands ' but only a very little."
"Look at it from the other ide, where
the sun is shining into it. Is it not a
little bit red, like the bell-flowers which

you picked yesterday?"
"That is wonderful," said the little
one. "It is blue from above, a little
bit red in the sun, and when we look at
it from this side of the room we see
nothing!"
"Think about it a little. The glass is
as broad as my finger is long. But it is
at least three times as high as my finger.
'Vhen you look at it from the side, you
see only a finger's length of water; but
when you look clown into it, you see
through three finger's length of waterthree times as much. You see it blue
from the side, and three times as blue
from above, don't you ?"
"Is that really true?" said the little
one, as she measured with her finger.
She nodded that she was satisfied.
"Now imagine that the water is as
deep as the height of the church-steeple,
and deeper-that it reaches from here
up into Salvan and down to Vernayaz.
Then you would see the water from
above it all blue."
"Is the lake, then, really so deep?"
''Yes, and deeper."
I will not continue the conversation
any longer. It went on with various
simple experiments, beginning with differently colored stones, which I Jet drop
into the water, and then placed on the
white, then with setting the glass with
its weakly bluish ·ontents on differently colored papers, and enclccl with my
trying to make the children perceive how
the colors hanged when they were seen
through the whole clepth of the glass. I
will not say that the little ones were
brou ght to a full comprehension of the
matter; but they stuck fa st to tiH! assertion that water is blue, of an infinitely weak blue, and that the blue olor
can not be seen till one looks into a crtain depth of it.
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Physicists first acquired this knowledge by mean~ of an experiment of
Bunsen's, who let a piece of white porcelain fall into a tube filled with distilled
water, and satisfied hiinself that the descending piece looked bluer as it sank
deeper. Bunsen had, of course, provided that only white light reflected from
the ceiling of his room should fall into
the tube, and not the blue light of the
sky. The experiment has been modified in varions ways, and made more convenient, but has always given the same
result; and it is now established as a
scientific truth that chemically pure water, free from all other constituents,
either dissolved or floating, has a bright,
clear, blue color.
But there is no such water inN ature,
for rain-water, even distilled- water
evaporated out of the sea and everywhere, and carried on in the form of
clouds, and falling in drops- even that
rain-water contains some dissolved substances, and still more of little microscopic bodies that are floating in the
air which the drop carries with it in its
fall.
Yet we can assure ourselves at least
as to the dissolved salts, in which seawater, for example, is rich, that they
are all, particularly common salt, colorless in the crystalline condition, and
therefore have not the least influence
on the color of sea-water. Seamen and
sailors, although uninstructed in this
matter, and without knowledge, know
very well that they, going away from the
coast, in a short time reach the clear,
the "blue water," and then sail over
deeps till they cannot reach the bottom
with their anchors.
I have already said that eve ry ph enomenon in Nature is a complex affair,
nd depends on many causes and con-

ditions. This is true of the coloring of
large masses of water, as of lakes and
seas, which are indeed, as is known, of
very different shades. It may be permitted to consider here a few of the
conditions that have an influence on the
general effect.
A still-water surface forms a mirror
which reflects those colors of the horiz.on that fall upon it at the same angle as
that under which the eye stands to it.
When I am at the shore of a quiet sea,
or of a still lake, the water beams with
the colors of the horizon. In a bay
surrounded by woods, I see a deep gray;
on the broad surface at sunset, the liveliest yellows and reds; looking straight
clown from my boat, the blue of the sky
over my head.
These reflected colors concern the
physicist the least, for he knows that
every reflecting surface returns them;
but they interest the painter almost exelusively. They constitute the tone of
his landscape; they enliven the otherwise monotonous, dead surface, and he
as well as the looker at his picture receives chiefly the impression of them.
They are for the most part the colors of
the lower horizon, for the point of view
of the spectator is usually only a few
metres above the level of the water.
Thus with the smooth mirror. But
the scene changes immediately upon the
slightest agitation. It is very seldom
that the sea is quite still. The waves
form hills and valleys, their surfaces are
more or less inclined, and they reflect
not the hori zon with its down -toned
colors, but the more saturated tint of
the zenith. Whoever has seen the Medi terranean ea or the Lake of Gene a
under a cl oudle s sunset and a slight
r ippling of th e wave , will recollect that
the urfaces ~lowing with burning y el-
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lows and reds, are broken up by sharp,
deep-blue lines; they are the wave-valleys, which, by reason of their oblique
inclination, turn the blue colors of the
zenith into the eye. But this is not all.
With the smooth mirror surface, and
lower point of view, the eye not only
receives the rays reflected from the surface, but it pierces through the inclined
parts of the wave-valleys into the mass
of thewater,and thus perceives the proper color of the water, more intensely as
the small surface of the wave-valley
stands more perpendicularly to the eye.
If the waves are very short, and follow
one another rapidly, this impression of
the color of the wate!r will overcome
that of the reflection. I can satisfy
myself of this fact at any time.
The windows on the western front of
my house look toward the Arve, which
is here crossed by a dam that causes a
fall of about a metre. Above the dam,
the glacier-stream, colored a grayish
yellow in summer and green in winter,
is perfectly smooth; and from my win dows, which are situated about six metres above the river, I can see hardly
any but the mirror colors, yet a little
mingled with the proper color of water,
which appears considerably stronger
when the sky is covered and its glaring
light does not-as the painters are accustomed to say-"eat up" the softer
tones. But below the dam the water is
in lively motion with endless little rac ing wavelets, and here the green color
comes out so vividly that the reflection
almost wholly vanishes. Yet another
fact is revealed by the movement.
nly
with a perfectly smooth mirror surface
are the outlines of the reflected objects
fully clear and sharp. The reflecti on
is then so perfect that one often hard! y

selves or only their mirrored images on
the water; and the lines between water
and shore are quite effaced. The slightest movement causes the outline of the
mirror picture to appear notched; clearer lines from the horizon creep into the
darker colors of the picture, but notches
irom these, too, spring out over the
lines which the .outline should have.
This phenomenon is so common that we
notch the borders of water reflections
in colored pictures, as well as in tho:;tl
drawn only in black. I have no doubt
that a relationship lies at the bottom of
this phenomenon like the fact observed
by Colladon, and now often remarked,
that water in motion carries the light
along with it. A stream of water, flowing through a dark tube out of an illuminated receiver, carries the light along,
whether it be white or colored, and
shines; why should not moving waves
exhibit the same effect?
But enough of these painters' im pressions, which, as we have said, are
neglected by the physicist, but are still
of the highest significance for the beholder as well as for the artist, and, as
may result from our representation, are
dependent on various factors, among
which, besides mirroring, the real color
of the water is to be considered.
Let us go a little closer into this matter.
Pure or colorless water containing
alts in solution is beautifully blue and
perfectly transparent, at least to a certain depth. It is, hence, clear that with
the color of all object::; vi ible at this
depth, and constantly reflecting the rays
of light, is associated under the water
a blue tone, more intensive as the depth
at which the object lies is greater. The
gravels on the shore of a lake or the sea

knows whether he sees the object them-

become, when seen through the blue
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water, as if they were observed through
a pane of blue glass; and since all shore
figures, with trifling exceptions, are of
a yellowish color, they will shine of a
more or less green color, and the water
on the shore will likewise appear green.
I here lay aside all physical deductions concerning the nature of color.
We know that it is not, as was once
thought, a property of bodies, but that
a transparent body like water, for example, shows a distinct color, because
it lets certain colored rays through, but
not others, and that a solid body reflects
the rays which we perceive, but to a
certain extent absorbs the others. · The
discussion of the nature of color is not
of very great importance for our essay.
Blue water also takes on another tint
when objects lying on the ground are
seen through it, and this mixed color
tone depends on the color of the ground.

We can easily verify this by the simple
experiments described above with blue
colored water in a cylinder glass. White
bodies, pieces of porcelain for instance,
appear light-blue, yellow-green, redviolet, and, the deeper they sink, the
more is this shading from blue washed
out, till it is destroyed. The red shades
vanish first of all.
The depth to which no trace of bottom-colors reaches us is certainly not
little, and may, under favorable conditions, be estimated at several hundred
metres. But the question is a large one,
and we will consider a little more carefully to what extent the more or less
favorable conditions I have mentioned
have been determined.
(Concluded next montlt. )
Translater( from tlte German for the
Pop. Sci. Montlt.

LANGUAGE LESSONS.
W. H.

1\.

LESSON in description should always be brief, accurate, and simple. Suggestive questions or outlines
must be furnished by the teacher. The
description mu t receive the careful attention of the teacher and so criticised

II.

BA TA.

apex
area
Danish
gauge
patron
patriot
This hould be f

agate
facet
radish
granary
canal
patronage
as neither to discourage nor to overd b
·
11 owe
elat the writer.
Follow this lesson
Y a review
le on on the subject and predicate.
with one on pronunciation. This table
Use a number of simple sentences
will suggest the character of word that
such
as: Mary sings, John write letshould be first compared and pronouncters,
The
janitor rings the bell, James
ed correctly.
is
good.
rat
rate
Furni h large lists of predicate and
fate
fat
require the pupil to upply subjects,and
caret
carat
li t of ubject and have the pupil supcayenne
hat
ply predicate . Then make full statecha len
alternate

°
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ments and have the pupil point outsubjects and predicates.
Follow this with spelling of words of
similar sounds, such as; · be, bee, sale,
sail, beet, beat, some, sum, ate, eight,
I, eye, our, hour, there, their, etc., always using them in sentences, both oral
and written.
You are now ready for another lesson
in description. See that former errors
are so brought to mind that they will
not be repeated. Let the subject be
something very familiar, and the sentences short and simple.
A special lesson in punctuation should
now be given teaching the use of the
comma in series. Several statements
may be made and afterward so combined as to necessitate the use of a series,
and afford opportunity for teaching use
of comma.
Model-John is a good boy,
Henry is a good boy,
\Villiam is a good boy,
Samuel is a good boy.
John, Henry, \V illiam, and Samuel
are good boys. Furnish a number of
predicates and let the class supply series
for subjects.
Another special lesson on the use of
capital letters should be given. Write
names of persons and places calling attention to the capitalizing of parts. Follow with dictation of names for tests.
Increase the li t of words of similar
sounds and u e them in oral and written
sentences. Follow this with a lesson on
pronunciation increa ing the first list
given the addition of word containing
a, and a.
o system of language work
is complete without regular lessons in
pronunciation, the e occurring about
nee a week.
An excellent entence exercise preliminary to a review of ubjects and

predicates is frequently given by requiring sentences written in answer to a set
of simple questions.
Two lessons indescription. One day
describe a picture and the next, a horse
and buggy. Be sure in all this work that
pupils do not fall into a sameness in
their descriptions.
.
The common abbreviations should
now be taught-Do not teach any except those very commonly used. Follow
this with a lesson in punctuation. The
teacher dictating, and the pupil writing.
Also review former work in punctuation.
Pupils will be greatly helped in their
language work, if from this time one
lesson in ten be in reproduction of short
stories related or read by teacher.
From two to four lessons may be profitably given in succession.
Now introduce the writing of addresses, giving the rule for the use of the
com rna in the same.
The next lesson in description may
be a little more difficult but should be
developed by questions. Do nut be in
a hurry. I subjoin a list of words selected for comparing long and short
Italian a.

a
ask
graft
branch
advance
command
France
draught
ghastly
grass
ba ket
casket
fasten

a

a

far
fast
heart after
laugh ant
palm bask
psalm chaff
salve cla p
half
dance
haunt grant
guard class
bargain ala
carpet draft
father cast

a
laundry
pianist
aunt
balm
calm
calf
daunt
gaunt
arm
farm
darken
can't

Follow this drill with special les on
on date , mark of correction, hyphens,
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and margins with punctuation of yes and
no.
We now have ·a complete circle or
wheel of work. There can be no monotony, nor anything dry or tedious if
the work is directed by a live teacher.
We add another, and another spoke to
the wheel as we proceed. Though some
instruction has heretofore been given in
Letter \Vriting we now give it special
attention- noticing first the matter or
subject of the letter, second the punctuation and capitalization, tlzird the margins and paragraphs andfourt!t the position of the parts of the letter. Both
sides of letter-writing should always be
taught; i.e., the letter and its answer.
The next work which naturally follows is the teaching of the terms declarative, imperative, interrogative, and exclamatory as applied to sentences. By
the questions of the teacher the defini-

tions of these terms will be developed
and several practice lessons will enable
the pupil to distinguish these sentences
with perfect ease and accuracy. This
being done we go round the circle about
as before, beginning with a lesson in reproduction with careful examination and
criticism of the same. Next is a lesson
in simple description, followed in regular order by spelling words of similar
sound and pronunciati[ln. Then a lesson on contractions giving rules and
usage for can't, shan't, won't, doesn't,
don't ain't, 'taint, wasn't, wern't, wa'n't,
etc.
Teach that can't, shan't, and won't
are allowable in conversation but not
in writing, that, !tain't, ai1't't, 'taint
mayn't, etc., are incorrect contractions
and should not be used. Also that
wan't is always wrong.

THE TRAINING OF TEACHERS.
MARY

E.

IT happened once that I visited a city
and by chance strayed in a schoolroom where the superintendent was
holding an institute of fourth and fifth
grade teachers. His assistant sat on
the platform near him in an easy, lounging position and was evidently in a deep
study. The teachers chatted carelessly
until the superint ndent began his talk
and then at once put themselves into an
attitude of heartfelt attention. There
was no nervousness, nor fear; nothing
to denote that discretion was a part of
the burden to carry. Di cussion \ as
exceedingly conversational and most
peculiar, from the fact that nobody

BuRT.

seemed to care which way any matter
was decided. I noticed that the superintendent at first addressed his remarks
for the most part to his assistant, and
that his form of statement was interrogative-"Which would be better, this
or that? Which has proved more suecessful, such a measure or such a measure?" The assistant slowly and carelessly appealed to different teachers for
opinions and with great thoughtfulness
and no signs of fear (or discretion) the
teacher replied. Little by little the
entire work of the grades was canvassed and the philosophy of the right and
wrong in teaching those grades was laid
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bare. ·when the institute was at an end,
the teachers lingered about in little
g roups and seemed kindly disposed toward each other and toward the work.
"Here is the wisdom of philosophy," I
said. "No law has been laid down to
these teachers and ye.t they all go away
feeling themselves under a law. Many
avenues have been opened up to them
and they are all left to choose, each for
herself; and yet they will all choose the
same course because they have learned
to distinguish the better from the worse.
Here is a real superintendent of schools
and here are real teachers."
The wisdom of philosophy, as distinct
and different from the wisdom of the
serpent, resolves itself down to insight
and inner power rather than the power
wh ich leans on externalities. The wisdom of philosophy builds up others.
The wisdom of the serpent is conservative and preservative of self, and self
alone. When philosophy is on the throne,
susp1c1ons cease.
Fear ceases. No
man looks to see what his neighbor is
doing or thinking, but each soul ''turns
to the divinity within itself that it may
be just and pure."
Philosophy has no need of discretion
because it has nothing to conceal. Its
purpose is to reveal everything that the
better may be chosen. Even its errors
are thrown into the light that they may
be of service in coming to higher conclusions. In this way the philosophical mind builds it:>elf and fr~es itself.
The wisdom of philo ophy is the great
force needed in the school-room, and I
am persuaded that it comes through right
training; not the dogmatic training of
the ordinary ·chool, but that training

which leads teachers to think. Almost
invariably the problems which come to
those who are trying to do their duty as
public school servants, narrow down
to one conclusion- that the trained
teacher is a necessity. The artist, rather than the artisan, should be at the
head of the school-room. "Has drawing any educational value?" ''No," cries
one ; "out with it." But the trained
teacher knows that it is a universal
language, the language in which all people have spoken before they could write.
Whether or not this factor in human
development is recognized detJencls upon the teacher's power to think. It is
the wisdom of philosophy which discerns
it. Shall reading he taught so that all
life past anrl present is interpreted
through it to the child?
Again we come to the training of the
teacher. The teacher who thinks along
psychological lines will see the possibilities in reading. The probability is
that she has been trained to reason.
N orrnal schools are rising all over the
land, and in fact all over the world, and
their mission is to free the mind. Freedom, freedom from fear ! Valor ! The
valor which comes through knowledge.
These arc the attributes of the artist,
the trained teacher, and these arc the
gifts of the training school. The ormal school says, as did the good superintenc..lent,' Which is the better? \Vhi h
is the right? Rcfie t upon these conditions. Form independent judgments.
Acquire the power of seeing conditions
in the child's mind. ~Ieasure him uy
the activity of his mind, and not by his
fear of you. "-Tite Sc!tool.fournal.
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ARITHMETIC.

XII.

Numbers.
H.

JN

B. BROWN.

teaching this subject various choices
are used. Teachers are not machines,
so that no stereotyped way can be set
down as tlze only way. All do not see
the same purpose in arithmetic, hence
all are not aiming to attain the same result. In this article it is not our purpose to discuss arithmetic, but to give
one model, not necessarily tlte model,
but one that may be used intelligently
and successfully.
\Vhatever causes the pupils to think
connectedly is to me the first and most
important step. Of course this is the
important point to be attained in teaching any subject.
Almost all teachers use objects of
some kind. All do not use these in the
same way. In the following the object
is a straw. If the child has never seen
a straw then use something that it has
seen. Having in mind the purpose of
teaching the pupil to think connectedly (which is reasoning) the following
would be a most excellent plan.
TEACHER.- (Holding up a straw.)
\Vhat have I in my hand?
PUPILs.-A straw.
T.-IIow many straws have I?
rhapsno one will answer.
sually,
however, some one i able to gi
a
definite answ r, and will say ' ne
straw." It is better to ha e the pupil
give the ·oncrete name, straw, until
they are able to comprehend fully the
idea of n. unit. If they do not give thi
name, tLe t~ndency is towa:r ab tract
r mechanical work.

T.-Who can make a mark on the board
that will represent the number of straws?
JOHNNY.-I can.
T.--Johnny, you may place it on the
board.
The boy steps forward and places a
straight mark on the board. It may be,
however, that no one will volunteer to
do this. Should this be the case, then
the teacher should place it on the board.
Then, whether the teacher or child
places this mark on the hoard, there
will be no trouble in getting volunteers
for the pext.
T.-(Holding up a straw in one
hand.) What have I in this hand ?
P.-A straw.
T.-\Vho can make a character on
the board representing it?
[All hands rise.]
T.-Mary,you may place the character or figure on the board.
~ary teps to the board and properly indicates it. By this time each pupil
i anxious to go to the board.
T.-(Holding up a straw in the other
hand.) \Vhat have I here?
P.-A traw.
T. - \ ho can go to the board and
make the figure for it?
[• ll hands ri e. J
T. --Harry may do so.
T.-(Holdinguptheone traw.) 'Vhat
have I?
P.-A traw.
T.-(Holding up the other.) 'Vhat;
have I?
P-tr w.

r I'
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T.-How many straws?
P.-One straw.
T.-(Holding both straws in one
hand.) How many straws have I now?
P.-Two straws.
T.-Who can place the figure on the
board ? [All hands rise. J
T.-Annie, you may write it.
Annie goes to the board and places
two straight marks. This is natural, and
the teacher should not correct it at
once.
If some one of the pupils should suggest another way, let him place it on
the board, otherwise the drill should be
continued.
T.-(Holding up one straw in one
hand.) How many straws have I?
P.-One straw.
T.-(Holding up two straws in the
other hand.) How many straws have
I?
P. - Two straws.
T. -(Placing all the straws in one
hand.) How many straws have I?
P.-Three straws.
T.-One straw and two straws are
how many straws?
P.-Three straws.
T.-(Taking one straw out of the
number.)
How many straws have I
left?
P.-Two straws.
T.-Three straws less one straw are
how many straws?
P.-Two straws.
T.- (Taking out another straw. )
How many straws have I left?
P.- ne straw.
T.-Then how many straws have I
taken away?
P. - Two traw .
T.-Three straw le s two straw are
how many straws?
P.- ne traw.

T.-(Taking away the other straw.)
How many straws have I left now?
P.-No straw.
T.-Then three straws less three
straws are how many straws?
P.-No straws.
The teacher may now put these together again, asking how many one
straw and one straw are, how many two
and one are, etc.
T. -Who can make the figure on the
board representing these three straws?
[All hands rise. J
T.-Susie, you may place it on the
board.
Susie steps to the board .and makes
three marks. So this may be continued with four, five, six, seven, eight,and
nine, the children making an additional
straight mark for each additional straw.
Continue the addition and subtraction
the same with each additional object.
T .-(With nine straws in one hand
and one straw in the other, holding up
the one straw.) How many straws have
I in this hand?
P.-One straw.
T.-(Holding up the nine straws.)
How many straws have I in this hand?
P.-Nine straws.
How
T. -(Putting all together.)
many straws?
P. - Ten straws.
Then the teacher may proceed to
show how addition and subtraction may
be performed with this number.
T.-\\'ho can place figures on the
boar l to represent these? [All hands
rise. J
T. - Henry, you may place them on
the board. ( Ten marks arc made. ) If
by this time the pupils have not learned the characters, the teacher may be gin to explain them. Usually, however,
the pupil. will fin out from either their
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parents or older brothers and sisters,
how to make them. Some one, if not
all, will learn this, and will be seen
privately teaching the others. This is
far better than for them to have to be
told by the teacher. Children as well
as grown persons love to work out points
for tllemselves / to find out somet!ting
tlzey can tell to t!ze teac!zer. By giving
them this opportunity, the arduous task
of teaching the figures will be accomplished.
Now, in the course of instruction,
tens have been reached. The children
are supposed, at this stage, to be able
to make the nine digits and the cipher.
The teacher can now group the ten
straws and place a rubber band around
them, saying to the children that this
is a group of ten, or one ten, and that it
is represented by placing a fiaure one
at the left of the order where the figures
representing the separate straws have
been placed.
T --( H lding up one ten.) How
many tens have I?
P.-One ten.
T.-(Holding up the empty hand.)
How many separate taw have I?
P.- one.
The teacher may now tate that in e
the I r pre en ting the one ten i · placed
at the left of the order where the figure
r presenting the separate straws are
pla e I and ince there are no eparate
traw , th n a ci1 her i pla ed ther ' inteat!.
ow we have one ten and no
eparate stra" . Then take the
ne
ten an :l one parate traw, and how
wh re the ~ e are placed ; th n one ten
and two :; parate traw one t n and
thr e and ·o n until another ten i
r a he 1. Continue in this manner until nin ten: and ten tra'
are u ed
then group the ten ten , naming the

group one lumdred. By the time this
number is reached, all will be able to
write the numbers, add, and subtract
with great accuracy. By this means
the children get an idea of numbers.
When, for example, the number 325 is
placed on the board, they see in it more
than the abstract figures.
They see
tllree large groups, two small groups,
alld jive separate objects.
In addition to the use of the
straws, give the pupils a number of
practical problems ; such as,If a man's coat cost $3o, his hat $5,
his boots $ro, and his over· coat $4o,
how much do all cost?
If a slate costs 30 cts., a pencils cts.,
copy-book 20 cts., and a book so cts.,
how much do all cost ?
The children are now prepared to see
the steps in the solution of a problem.
These are:
·r. Statement.

Analysis.
3· ynthesis.
4· Conclusion.
2.

Problem.-! ha e three cent in
one hand and four cents in the other
how many cents have I?
1.
tatement. - I ha e three cents in
one hand and four cents in the other,
how many ha e I?
2.

urn
3·

Analy i .- A man

cent a the

f three c nt · and four cent .

ynthe is. - \\ hich i · -e,' en cent

-1-·
on lu ion .- Therefore, ince I
ha\'e three ent in one hand and four
ent in the other I ha,,e <even cent .
The above i what i called the Concrete
Method and i much better than the Abstract.
It give the pupil an idea of what he i doing. It
y tematize the work.
The e arne principles may be carried out in
multiplication and clivi ·i n. In fact, the object
method may be used in pre enting every subject.

l ,
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ANGUAGE and grammar are different, and yet one is the outgrowth
of the other. Language is expressing
one's self intelligently. Grammar is
determining the relations of words so
that one may be able to investigate what
has already been written, or spoken.
In the study of grammar, the greatest obstacle to overcome is the indefi niteness of the authors. School boards
usually adopt some work and as a rule
expect the teacher to follow it. So that
in too many cases books, not the science,
are taught. Teachers thus become indefinite in their work, and cover up
their ignorance by saying that after all
every one has a right to his opinion.
This is true provided the opinion is correct. Grammar is just as definite as
arithmetic, and requires the same careful thought.
As it is so frequently
taught the pupil is left with a vague idea
that there is something omitted, that a
topic is not so definite as one in arithmetic. This in a large measure is due
to the fact that authors treat the. ubjects
partially,· and the teacher often lacks
confiden ce in hi. ability to step outside
of what the book say . The point may
be illustrated by an example.
uppo e
we are teaching ca e. Thi i a relation
that belong to nouns and pronouns. If
this be true then there mu t be a definite fixed number of way that a noun
may be u ed in the several ase . If
howe,·er the que tion i a ked "In how
many way i a noun u ed? ' there will
be as many different an wer ·a there are
pupil· in the cla . It is all gue s work
wherea it hould be ju t a cxacta any
part of the mathematic .
Let u see in how many way a noun
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is used.
Take first the l'lomi11ative
constructions. These are :
r.
The subject nf a finite verb, as,
The boy studies.
2.
The predicate of a finite verb, as
James is a useful man.
3· The subject of a finite and an infinite verb, as The boJ' desires to be a
teaclter.
4· The predicate of an infinite verb,
as, teaclzer in the sentence given.
5· By enallage for the possessive,
The boy being absent is a mistake.
6. In the expanded form. His be ing a teaclter excu cs him.

7. By apposition, Henry, the farmer, has returned.
Objective onstrnctions:
r. The object of a verb,
the farm.

He sold

2. The object of a preposition,
The
lady went to the city.
3· The objective subject of an infinitive, \Ve lesire our friends to be happy.

4· The objective predicate oi an m finitive, They supposed the man to he
an orator.
5. By enallage for the posscc;si ve,
"'e did not think of Henr;• coming.
6. Dy apposition, They went to see
John, the leaclur.
7· \\'i thout a gov rningwor<l expressed
The man ran a mile horne.
.\bsol ute Constructions.
r. By dine! addre~·s
ome gentle
;pring thy mu. i let me hear.
2. By pleonasm,
ur fritnds, where
arc they?
3· By Ex lamation The drunkard/
is he here?
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4· By inscription, Webster's Internat£onal nictionary.
5· vVith a participle, The house being
sold, we moved to the country.
6. In apposition with a word, Henry,
the banker being absent, the money was
not paid.
7. In apposition with a sentence, The
army crossed the river, a feat not often
accomplished.
8. In apposition with a phrase, Having
ascended the mountain, a difficult task,
they rested.
Possessive Constructions :
I. Pure,
The boy's hat is lost.
2. In apposition, We stoped at Henry,
thejarmer's.
The above indicate all of the recognized constructions of the noun as used
in the English language. It will be
observed that in the absolute construetions three ways only have been given

for apposition, and these really represent all of the different kinds. While a
noun may be in apposition with a word
that is absolute by direct address, pleonasm, exclamation, yet it would be
with a word.
Attention in this article is called to
case only. It seems however to illustrate
the point intended to be made, viz.,
that there is a definite limit to the different constructions, and the teacher
should be thoroughly familiar with all
of these, and the pupil should know the
limit, and realize that there is something definite in grammar as well as in
other subjects.
The same may be shown with any
other modification of the noun, verb,
or any part of speech. Impress definiteness upon the pupil, at the very beginning, and a thorough investigation is
certain to follow.

Spelling of Geographical Names.

be regarded as in effect different names,
and as a rule it is inadvisable to attempt
to produce uniformity.
4· Where a choice is offered between
two or more names for the same place
or locality,all sanctioned by local usage,
that which is most appropriate and euphonious should be adopted.
5· The possessive form should be
avoided whenever it can be done without destroying the euphony of the name
or changing its descriptive application.
6. In all names ending in burglt the
final lz should be dropped.
7. In all names ending in boroug!t
this termination should be abbreviated
to boro.
8. The word cent er as a part of the
name should be spelled center and not
centre.
9· The use of hypens in connecting

The United States Board on Geographic Names has adopted the following principles for its guidance in determining the official spelling of geographic names:
l. WITHIN THe UNITED STATES.
I.
That spelling and pronunciation
which is sanctioned by local usage
should in general be adopted.
2.
Where names have been changed
or corrupted, and such changes or corruptions have become established by
local usage, it is not in general advisable to attempt to restore the original
form.
3· In cases where what was evidently originally the same word, appears
with various spellings, sanctioned by
local usage, when applied to different
features, these various spellings should

,,
l
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}:>arts of compound names should be discontinued.
ro. The letters C. H. (court house)
as part of the names of county seats
should be omitted.
r r. In the case of compound names
consisting of more than one word it is
desirable to simplify them by uniting the
compound parts.
12. It is desirable to avoid the use of
diacritical characters.
13. It is desirable to avoid the use of
the words city and town as a part of
names.

II.

OUTSIDE THE JURISDICTION OF THE
UNITED STATES.

r. Geographic names

a

0

u

at
au
ao
cl
b

ell
d
f

g

ll
j
k

kh

~f
ng
p
q

r)

~~

;j
y

z

that use the Roman characters should
be rendered in the form adopted by the
country having jurisdiction, except when
there are English equivalents already
fixed by usage. . In cases where the
English equivalent is so different from
the national form that the identity of
the latter with the former might not be
recognized, both forms may be given.
2.
The spelling of geographic names
that require transliteration into Roman
characters should represent the princi pal sounds of the word as pronounced
in the native tongue in accordance with
the sounds of the letters in the following system:

in countries

Somms.

LETTERS.
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.Java , Banana. Somali. Bart.
ah, a as 1n fnthcr · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Tel·el-Kcblr, Olcleh, .Medina, Lcvuka, Peru.
eh, e as in men . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... .
English e ; I as in ravine; the sound of ee In beet: Thus,
not Feejee, but... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ·. · · · ... · · · Fiji, Illnbi.
o as in mote.
donhle o, as In boot.
All vowels are shortened In sound by doubling the follow - Yarra, Tanna, ,Jidda, Bonu
ing COnSOO!\Ot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... .. .
Doubling of a vowel Is only necessary where there Is a Nuulua.
distinct repetition of the single sound..... . . . . . . . . . . . hangbal.
English I as in ice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . .... .. .. . .. .
ow as In bow: Thus. not Foochow, but . ........ .. ... · · · Fuchau.
Is sltghtly dlffarent f1·om ahove. .. ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nanao.
Is the sound of the two Italian vowels. but Is frequently
Rlurred over, when 1t Is scarcely to be distinguished 13elrut, Beflul.
from ey In the English they .... .......... .. ......... . .
English b.
Is always soft and nearly the sound of s; the hard c Is glv- Celebes.
en by k ...... · .. · .......... · .... · ...... · .... · .. .. .. · Chlngchln.
IR always soft, as In church.. . . . . . . ..... ........... ... .
English d.
English f ; ph should not be used for the sound off: Thus. IJalfong, Nafa.
not Haiphong, hut,. · · · ... ... .. ..... . ..... .. .. · ·. · · Galapagos.
1s always hRrd. f soft g Is given by jl ... . . . . ............ .
Is always pronounced when Inserted.
Japan, Jlnchuen .
English j. Dj houtd never he put for this sound .....
English k. It should always be put for Ute hard c: Thus, Korea.

th~ 6r9~~~:j :O~~~r·a·l:. ·. ·. : ::: ·. ·. ·. ·.:: ·. ·. ·.: ·.::: ·.::::::: :: ::::
Is another guttural, as In the Turkish .................. .
0

~::~:

as In English.
bas two slightly dlfl'erent sound , as In finger, singer.
as In Engi!Rh.
Kwangtung,
should never be emple>yed; qu Is given by kw .. .. .... . .. .
as In English.
Sawakln,
is always a consonant, a. In yard (Kikuyu], and therefore
should not be u ed for the vowel 1: Thus, not \llklnd"ny. but.... . . . . . . . . . . ........................... 'Hklndaul,
English z . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... Zulu,
Accent should not generally b~ u ed, but where there Is
a very decided. emphatic syllable or the strc R whlch
affect the ound of the word It should be murkcJ by
acute accent . . ................................. . .... !Tongata bu, Galapage>s, Pnlav.an, Sarawak,
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The Talking Teacher.

How much should I talk in school?
2. Do I talk too much? If so, how shall
I remedy it? 3· Do I talk more than is
actually necessary in my regular work?
4· Do the children always listen attentively when I am talking? If any of
them become tired, what reason or reasons can I give? 5· If I do all the talking, what mental faculties of my pupils
are cultivated? Are any faculties neglected? 6. In what respects, then, are
my methods defective? 7. Do I talk as
much as all the pupils of my school?
Should they talk more? 8. What solid
reasons can I give fJr talking so much?
9· Is my language such as my pupils
can readily understand? Io. Do I prepare myself specially for each day's talking? I r. Do I repeat year after: year the
same anecdotes? I 2. Would I tire of
hearing another person tell them? 13.
Is my voice well modulated and pleasant to the ear? 14. Do I scold much?
Am I aware of it? IS. Do I express
scorn and contempt when school affairs
displease me? I6. Do I pronounce correctly all the words I use? r 7. Are the
words I use to the pupils such as I would
have another person use when speaking
to me? I8. Do I call the children nicknames? 19. Do I ridicule them? Do I
wound their feelings? \Vhy? 20. Do I
practice deceit in my language to my
pupils? 2 r. Do I talk without a purpose
in order to "kill time"? 22. Do I go
to others to talk about my associate
teachers? 23. Am I a tale bearer? If so,
"have my own chickens yet come home
to roost?" 24. Can I build myself up
by talking others down? 2 S· Do I know
any person that ever got into trouble by
talking too little? 26. Did I ever get
into trouble by talking too much? 2 7.
Have I tried to put myself in the place

of those to whom, or about whom I talk?
28. ·w hat do I think of it? 29. Have I
cultivated my voice so that it is pleasant to the ears of others? 30. Is there
any worse fault than talking too much
in school? What is it? 3 r. Am I hired
to talk, and do I intend to do it? 32.
·w hat effect does my talking have on my
pupils? 33· Have I the honorable title
of "Talking teacher" in my school? 34·
Do I talk by thumping the bell, and
causing it to jingle violently and incessantly? 35· Do I talk by striking my
pencil with tremendous violence against
my desk, and then talk besides at the
same time? 36. Will I stop and make
out a list of reasons why I should talk
as much as I do? 37· vVill I make out
a list of reasons why I should talk less?
N. Y Journal.
Agassiz on Teaching Geography.

In geography, let us not at first, resort to books, but let us take a class into the fields, point out the hills, valleys,
rivers, and lakes, and let the pupils
learn out-of-doors the points of the
compass; and then, having shown them
these things, let them compare the representations with the realities, and the
maps will have a meaning to them.
Then you can go on with the books, and
they will understand what these things
mean, and will know what is North, East,
South and \Vest; and will not merely
read the letters N., E., . , \V., on a
square piece of paper, and perhaps
think that the United States are about
as large as the paper they learn from.
When I was in the College of Neufchatel, I d esired to introduce such a method of teaching geography. I was told
it could n o t be done, and my request to
be allowed to instruct the youngest children in the institutbn was refused. I
resorted to another means, and took my
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own children-my oldest a boy of six
years, and my girls, four and a half and
two and a half years old-and invited
the children of my neighbors. Some
came upon the arms of their mothers;
others could already walk without assistance. These children, the oldest
only six years old, I took upcn a hill
above the city of Neufchatel, and there
showed the magnificent peaks of the
Alps, and told them the names of those
mountains and of the beautiful lakes opposite. I then showed them the same
things on a raised map,. and they immediately recognized the localities, and
were soon able to do the same on an
ordinary map. From that day geography was no longer a dry study, but a
desirable part of their education.
Proper Diet for Warm Weather.

My own opinion is that the physiology of food should be taught the rising
generation as an important item of
school life. If this were so, what a vast
difference it would make in the comfort,
the health, and the well-being of the individual; and with what a reserve of
strength he would, if properly nourished in ~arly life, commence his struggle
with the world, whether that struggle
involved physical or mental work !
In the first place, his frame would be
properly developed, his brain nourished, his digestive powers in perfect condition, and he would not have in his
daily work, literary or otherwise, or
when old age advances, to fall back upon stimulants to give him the necessary
appetite for his midday or evening dinner. Cicero says, "To live long, it is
necessary to live slowly." \Vhen I say
that the physiology of food should form
a part of every man's, anrl, I may add,
more particularly of every woman's eel-
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ucation, I mean that they should know
what particular use each food is applied to in the economy, and what particu~
lar food is suited for intellectual work
in contradistinction to mu:cular work ;
and further, what particular food is best
suited to the requirements of the system
in the different seasons of the year.
-Dr. N. E. Y. Davies.
Self-Help.

Good teachers aim to establish selfhelp. Their ingenuity and patience are
often taxed heavily to remove indifference, laziness, slang, deceit, vulgarity,
irreverence and other barriers to success. Their place must be occupied by
mental alertness, studious habits, graceful diction, moral transparency and reverent action, as well as the spirit of
honor and justice. It may be comparatively easy to sweep the house clean and
even to garnish it; but to introduce angels into it, that other devils worse than
the first may not come in, is more difficult. Yet, this must be done. If young
aspirants are under the spell of evil
spirits, that spell must be broken before
they can advance at all in self-helpfulness. Joshua Bates, who was master of
the Brimmer school, Boston, thirty-three
years, sairl, at the close of his long service, "There is no part of my professional career that I look back upon with
more pleasure and satisfaction than the
practice I always pursued in giving, each
Saturday morning, familiar talks on such
subjects as would conduce to make my
pupils happier and better men. I have
been more fully assured of the benefit
resulting to many of my pupils from
letters received, and conversations I
have had with past members of the
school, who uniformly write to say,
'Much of what I studied in chool is

oPPOSITIONS OF MARS.
forgotten ; but the words then spoken me while life lasts'."
are treas·u red and remembered, and they
- Wm. M. Thayer.
have influenced, and ever will influence,

OPPOSITIONS OF MARS.
W.

O
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F all the celestial bodies, aside from
the sun and moon, that which is
now most likely to attract the attention
of a casual observer is the planet Mars.
It is the most brilliant star in the southern sky and may be easily recognized by
its ruddy color. It is now moving slowly westward among the stars, the sun is
moving eastward, consequently the planet rises and comes to the meridian somewhat earlier each succeeding night. On
the third of August it will be on the
meridian at midnight. It is then in the
opposite part of the sky from the sun
and is said to be at opposition.
The interval between successive oppositions of Mars is 78o days, or 2 years
I month and 20 days.
Hence, the oppositions do not come at the same season in different years but advance
through the year. The next one will
occur in September 1894 and the one
following that in November 1896, and
so on.
At the time of opposition the planet
is brightest. This is by reason of two
circumstances. The sun, shining on
the planet, illuminates half of it and at
the time of opposition this illuminated
half is turned full toward the earth and,
so far as we are concerned, the sun's
light reflects with the least loss. The
second circumstance is in the greater
nearness of Mars at opposition than at
other times.
Mars is not equally distant from the
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earth at different oppositions. In fact
the distance varies all the way from
35.ooo,ooo miles, which would be a
most favorable opposition so far as observing the planet is concerned, to more
than 61,ooo,ooo which would be a most
unfavorable one.
This variation of distance is due to
the forms of the orbits of the earth and
Mars, and to the relative situations of
the two orbits. Their orbits are both
ellipses having the sun at a focus. These
ellipses are not situated in the same
plane though nearly so. They are not
similar but differ much in eccentricity.
The path which the earth describes in
its revolution about the sun is nearly
circular, that of Mars is decidedly
elongated. On these accounts the distances between the two paths are not
the same at different places. The_point
in the earth's orbit nearest that of Mars
is that occupied by the earth on August
26, and the most remote that of February 22. Hence it is that oppositions
occurring in mid-summer and especially in the latter part of August are favorable for observation and those occurring in mid-winter and especially in the
latter part of February are most unfavorable.
By means of the synodic period of
the planet it is very easy to determine
the years in which favorable oppositions
occur and it will easily be seen that the
most favorable ones come at intervals

.'
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of either fifteen or seventeen years. We quent effect of the planet's attraction
have one this year, there was one in
1877, there will be another in 1909.
The opposition of 1877 was particularly favorable and it was on that occasion that Professor Hall of the Naval
Observatory at Washington discovered
the satellites of Mars. He found them
while making a search having such a
discovery in view. The telescope he
used was the then new 26 inch equitorial, which at that time was one of the
most powerful in the world. Prior to
this no very persistent search had been
made with powerful telescopes. Indeed,
with the exception of the attempt made
by D'Arrest at Copenhagen, in 1862,
no systematic search had been made
since the time when Sir William Herschel recorded his failure in 1783.
The satellites of Mars are very small,
so small in fact that it has not been
possible to measure their diameters directly. From the amount of light they
reflect, estimates of their diameters have
been obtained and it seems probable
that they are not more than six or eight
miles in diameter. On account of their
movements they are especially interesting. They move nearly or perhaps exactly in the plane of the planet's equator and their orbits are apparently ann
perhaps really exactly circular. They
revolve about the planet from west to
east, the inner one in 7 hours 39 minutes and the outer one in 30 hours 18
minutes. Mars rotates in the same direction in a little more than 24 hours.
The case of the inner satellite is unique.
It makes a revolution, (indeed more
than three revolutions) in less than the
time of rotation of its primary. There
isno other known ca e of this kind. The
rapidity of its movemen~ is due to its
nearness to the planet and the conse-

upon it. Were it still nearer it ·would
revolve in a less time than it does now,
if it were more remote in a greater time.
If we could be transplanted to Mars
and from that point of view watch the
motions of its little moons, we should
see some curious phenomena. \Vere
we seventy degrees or more from the
planet's equator, either north or south,
we should never catch sight of Phobus,
the inner satellite. It is so near the
planet that it never appears above the
horizon of places having such high latitudes. In lower latitudes it would be
seen to rise exactly in the west and after a rapid course across the sky, set
exactly in the east. The interval from
its rising to its setting is only five and :t
half hour~, and the interval between its
setting and rising is the same. Every
day and every night it makes the circuit
of the sky.
Deimos, the outer satellite, revolves
somewhat more slowly than the planet
rotates. By reason of this, it rises in
the east and sets in the west. Its apparent westward motion is very slow,
so slow in fact that it is nearly sixty-six
hours from the time of its rising to its
setting.
The outer satellite, by reason of the
inclination of its orbit to that of Mars,
is eclipsed on an average of about once
in 5 revolutions, while the inner suffers
eclipse at about every alternate revolution.
At the time of its opposition the surface of Mars is carefully observed by
astronomers.
Even under the most
favorable circumstances and with the
most powerful telescope, the observations are very difficult. It is not sur- •
prising that different observers, using
telescopes of different powers and ex-
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periencing different atmospheric conditions, should produce drawings of the
planet which differ very much from each
other, although made at nearly the same
moment. Yet on the whole they show
the same general features, the differences being principally matters of detail. The contrast of one part of the
surface to that of another is not very
decided. Indeed the contrast of various
parts of the moon's surface, as seen with
the naked eye, is decidedly greater than
that of the features of Mars when viewed with the most powerful telescope in
the world at times of the most favorable
atmospheric conditions. At times of
poor seeing, when the air is hazy or disturbed by heat-ripple, it next to impossible to get views of the planet which are
at all satisfactory.
The most prominent feature at the
present time is the southern Polar Cap.
What this is can not be said to be fully
determined. Some astronomers, and
indeed the majority of them, are of the
opinion that the appearance is caused
by polar snows. Some, however, while
not denying that such may be the case,
are not fully ready to accept it as an
established fact. May not the appearance be due to some kind of earth or
rock which3 reflecting the sunlight at a
proper angle, gives the appearance of
snow? Some kinds of rock do reflect
sunlight in this manner. But this Polar
Cap changes its form as the Martial
summer comes on, and this it is that
more than anything else induces the belief that it is polar snow. It is not uniformly white. There are long, narrow
areas which are quite dark and distinct,
and its edges are not smooth but notched. May these not be valleys or lowlands of great extent from which the
snow has melted? The answer can not

now be given. We must await further
observations and study.
Next in prominence to the Polar Cap
are the gray shadings on the ruddy disc,
which from analogy to what we have on
the earth are called seas, but we are really not certain that they are seas, although there is much reason to think
that such is the case. If they really are
seas, they differ largely in their forms
from those which we have on the
earth. On the earth, our oceans are
vast bodies of water sharply separated
from the lands. 0n Mars, on the contrary, the seas, if such they are, are often very narrow and long and present
much the appearance which we should
expect from such bodies of water as the
Baltic and Red Seas, were we to view
them from a great distance above the
earth. These seas, we will call them
such, have been known for a long time,
upwards of zoo years, and a great many
drawings of them have been made.
From the collated drawings, maps of
the planet have been made showing with
considerable certainty the permanent
features of its surface.
Vvithin recent years, some other features of the surface have been made out.
They are long and narrow bands of
gray shade, very straight and often
crossing each other forming a net work
of lines. They seem to join the seas
and have the appearance as would be
given by very long straits. They have
been called canals. They have been
observed at the oppositions since r877.
In recent years some other features of
the surface have been discovered which
have received the name of Canals. It
has been supposed that they are bodies
of water, since they connect the socalled seas and have the same color as
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the seas. They are straight or nearly
so, and are very narrow. They are numerous, according to the observations
of Schiaparelli, and many of them are
double, that is consist of two parallel
canals. Concerning them, much uncertainty exists, owing to the extreme
difficulty with which they may be seen.
At the present time, it can not be stated with certainty whether they are really double or not, they have not been
seen so with the Lick Telescope, which
is the most powerful in the world and
which is situated in a region where the
seeing is unsurpassed. Some have ascribed the doubling of the canals to op_
tical imperfections in the telescope employed in making the observations.
This may or may not be the case. It
remains to see how much may be learned by the observations of the present
opposition and how many of the unsettled questions may be solved.
In recent months, many articles h.:tve
appeared in the newspapers and elsewhere concerning the possibility of signalling from the earth to the inhabitants
of Mars, supposing Mars to be inhabited.
As speculations these articles
may have a use. They may stimulate

the imagination to something good and
lead to broader and better conceptions
of the worlds about us. But, truly,
with our presentfacili ties and knowledge
the idea is a ridiculous one. It involves
so much that is unknown and which
must remain unknown until we have advanced much further in many directions.
With our best telescopes we have not
yet been able to determine with great
accuracy the extent and forms of the
land and water divisions of the planet.
Is it reasonable then to suppose that we
are in position to determine much or
anything concerning the inhabitants of
that far away globe? Indeed do we know
that it is inhabited? Let us see how to
answer this. At its nearest approach,
Mars is 35,ooo,ooo miles distant. In
the most powerful telescope it appears
as it would to the naked eye if it were
at a distance of from 2o,ooo to so,ooo
miles. Now it is evident that at a distance of 2o,ooo miles, we should be utterly unable to see anything comparable to the works of man, and for the
same reason, we are safe in saying that
there is no possibility, (with our present
means) of knowing whether Mars is inhabited or not.

ORATION AT THE DEDICATION OF NE\V COLLEGE BUILDING.
Gov.

IRA

H ESE tiers must be so constructed
as to form a safe saddle on which
a wilderne s of steel cords may ride as
they span the waters at a giddy height,
and anchored at each end in great quarries of dressed granite.
All this and infinitely more is accom-
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III.

CHASE .

eral construction of this mammoth enterprise that the chief's assistants are
more than astonished.
Mrs. Emily Roehling supplied the
missing link. Without her fertile brain
and just such courage as removes mountains of difficulties or conquers armies
plished with such accuracy and com- marshalled to arrest the march of sciprehension both in its detail and gen- ence, the bridge, one of the wonders of
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the world and the pride of the nation,
might be still something to be desired.
Are you to leave these halls of learning to become servile and cowardly in
the presence of disaster or threatened
destruction ?- Not so ! Conquer!
Now, I will strike out from the shoulder again. I want to call your attention
a moment to those who have come up.
We have had two governors of the State
of Indiana who could build a building
like this; who understood the art of
brick making-making brick and brick
laying. One was born in I8ro, and the
other was born in I 82 r. Both were
poor. The father of the one born in
I8Io struggled along and finally gained
the consent of a poor country girl to become his wife. He went to a Justice of
the Peace for the purpose of having
something said that would make him
and his affianced happy. Go thou and
do likewise, young man, when you get
the opportunity. When they arrived
there the Justice was out hauling wood.
He drove in and his wife said to him,
<~ Husband, a young couple in here
desire to get married." He said, ''Tell
them to come out and stand on the
porch. 1' He kept throwing off wood and
he said "You young people want to get
married ?" They said they did. He
was not only homely but clad in homespun. The girl was true, just as true
as steel, but was as homely clad as her
intended. He says, "You want to get
married? Well," he says, "I pronounce you hus·band and wife," and kept
throwing off wood, That young man
and his wife were parents of Joseph A.
Wright, seven years governor of Indiana ; a member of Congress and represented with great credit the State of Indiana and the Nation in a forei gn land.
No man on the roll of fame with per-

haps a single exception whose memory
is more honored thon the name of Governor 'Vright. When he went to school
at - - - , a college before it became a
university, as I was reading in his life
to-day, I learned in three different
places the trustees in that institution had
ordered that he should be paid $I6. 25
for ringing the bell, making fires and
sweeping the academy. Thus he s':!cured his education.
·
My predecessor was born in I 8 2 r.
An orphan at eight. He told me that
he never had a shilling in his life tl~at
he did not earn. All the we; y from the
brick yards where the chimneys in most
of the furnaces are still standing, and
where by the firelight he studied and
toiled and overcame difficulties until at
the age of I6 he was able to teach a
country school. He studied law and
his old teacher still lives at 97 years of
age. He overcame difficulties until at
last a Judge of the Superior Court, a
Judge of the Supreme Court; a colonel
in the army, until he swept like a storm
king champion at Vicksburg; won stars
that made him a br:evet major general.
So idolized was he that in a strong Democratic district by a change of three thousand votes he was sent by that district
to Congress three times. He was selected to be the standard bearer of the Re~
publican party in r888, to be governor,
and he won that fame. Now,my friends,
all the way from poverty and orphanage
he struggled into competency and fame.
This is the country that gives every
man's boy a chance, and that is the reason I gave the contrast between the son
of John Adams and the father of John
Quincy Adams and Abraham Lincoln.
There is no impediment in your way.
You can master, if you desire, the diffi-=
culties and intricacies of life:
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Are you going to sit down and yield
to difficulties? I have a better opinion
of you tha~ that. A friend of mine 28
years ago or about that time, went to
college. He was a German could not
speak the English language but he was
determined to have an education. The
president said to him, "Peter, what do
you want to study?" Peter said, "I
don't know, but there are two things I
want to study any way. I want to study
arithmetic and preaching."
He was poor; that was as near as he
could get to it. So he was taken in.
One morning after talking to him a little while, he said to his wife,' 'this milk
is sour. " Peter felt he must say something. "Well," he said, "I thought I
smelt him too . " He was sincere about
it. But he commenced at the bottom.
That little German boy worse than an
orphan,-worse, I repeat than an orphan, and when the day of graduation
began to be thought of, above the others in the class was the boy awake at
night; wore second hand clothes;
bought second hand books; labored
night and day. The boy that lived in his
room where he did his own cooking and
eating meals that he cooked himself, so
long that his stomach revolted. He
walked his chamber floor many a time
weeping because of the hunger. He
would not 1et it be known; never daunted, he was determined upon his purpose
and when the day came at last, Peter
Vogel led the class and has acquired a
fame in this country not only as a writer but as a public speaker wherever he
goes. Honored and respected as a wise
writer and prudent counselor. You are
not to stop because you are poor. Because you do not have this and that.
Remember that no one wins the prize
tha\ halt between two opinions; It is
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your , duty to go out into the world
equipped as best you can. I want you
to remember, don't neglect the little
things. A friend of mine was saying
the other day that his little boy made
100 in composition. In looking it over
he says, "I was proud of that composition because I found but 18 misspelled words in it." Why are you going to neglect the little things. A young
man came from the East. He wanted
to study law and went to a celebrated
Indiana man. He says, "Well, what
can you do? Can you read?" "Yes,
I can read Hebrew, Greek and Latin."
''Can you spell?" ''No, I cannot spell
very well." "Can you write?" "No, I
cannot write very well." "\Ve have
more use for writing," he says, ''than
we have for Greek and Latin." He
says, "You better go back to school
again." Yes, I hope that you will be
able to lay the foundation right and
true; that you may be able to win your
way to places of influence, that the
generation that may follow you may be
glad that you lived. I am satisfied that
you will be glad of it, but I want to say
that there cannot be any such thing as
success in life; while going side by side
with the desire of success there grows a
doubt; doubts must not be considered
doubts, must not be permitted to grow.
If you carry the thought with you every day you will be able by and by to
find a place where the world needs you.
I might scrape on this violin that has
given us such sweet,good music, a thousand years and would not be able to draw
anything out of it like melody. That
is not the thing for hie. I must be content to labor along life's lane, but this
queenly woman who can bring out of a
thing made of horse hair and- I will not
mention the other so well known to you
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-(laughter)-! will say that she has press him again into the military serstruck a responsive chord in your hearts vice to fill out an unexpired term from
while she has been developing this won- which he had fled in years gone by. He
had won his citizenship by aiding us in
derful taient.
Let us he careful in doing the things the final struggle of r86r-65. "My
nearest to us. Let us be faithful in the friend," said he, "have you your papers
discharge of every obligation in life. with you?" "1 have." "Let me see
Don't let us be in a hurry and thirst- them," said the minister. He showed
for ease. I read of a couple of tramps them and they wereall right. "Now,"
the other day. The were talking with he says, "go out and walk the streets of
each other and one said ''l wish I was Berlin as much and as long as you please
in South America; they say bananas If the German Government lays so much
grow there and all you have to do is to as its finger on you, come back to me
walk around to get a living. All you and I will wrap the American flag about
have to do is reach up and pick the you and then we will see that there is
bananas and help yourself to all you something in being a Roman."
There is something in being an Amerwant." Tramp No. 2 said, "You have
to pick them don't you?" Tramp No 1 ican citizen. There must be something
said "certainly." Said tramp No. 2 in being a member of this great and
"l knew there was some draw-back to grand school that has been heralded to
the islands of the sea, to the continents
it."
Be determined to do well the work of the ·world. I wish the President of
assigned you and to which you have as- this school great success. I hope that
signed yourself and when the time shall long before he comes to mature manhood
come for you to pass the gates you will he will have to build another hall twice
remember that you have discharged your as extensive as this because the currents
duty according to the plans that were seem to be flowing in this direction from
laid down by you in the early start of every quarter of the globe, where the
life. Then you will be glad that you men and women C:esiring to prepare
were born free, reared and grew to man- themselves for the duties and activities
hood and usefulness under the old flag of life, for usefulness, find the way they
and under that banner that wherever it can come and all be equal ; where the
floats it brings its rewards. I will tell thirst for knowledge can be satisfied;
you the reason. A few years ago our where not only shall be pointed out the
minister in Germany was approached way to usefulness but the way to the
by a German, who had gone home on a glories of an endless life beyond the
visit, and who informed him that the grave. I thank you for your attention.
German government was about to im-
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EN of us found ourselves among
many other passengers on this good
ship, sailing out of New York harbor,
at 6 A. M., June 25. A gentle rain was
falling, Nature weeping over the departure of her children on the long voyage over the sea. The mist soon hid
the beloved shores from our view, and
we descended to explore the unknown
regions of the ship, and to wait for eight
o'clock breakfast,- and possibly for
sea-sickness. Breakfast carne, and for
some of the unwary, alas ! sea-sickness
also. One or two of our own party becarne unwilling payers of tribute to Neptune. But our voyage has proved surpassingly smooth and prosperous, and
the sick were soon convalescent.
No crew was ever more attentive to
passengers ; no passengers were ever
more privileged on a ship. Every whim
is gratified, and every wish fulfilled.
The ship is strong, and steady in its
onward motion, carrying full sail nearly
all the time to assist the engine in its
work. The meals are elegant, and perfectly served. There is nothing left to
be desired in this floating, temporary
horne.
What do we do from day to day?
How do we pass the hours? We lounge
about in the steamer chairs on deck, in
delicious idleness. \Ve watch for the
spouting of a whale, or the schools of
porpoises that sport almost constantly
about the ship, waiting for the fragments
of food thrown overboard to them; or
we listen for the horn to be blown by
the man at the lookout when he discerns
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an approaching sail or steamer, when
we are all on the alert to view it till it
disappears below the horizon.
vVe
make a pretense of reading some book
from the ship's library; but we laugh
and talk vastly more than we read. \Ve
go to the lower deck and play quoits
or ship shufflle-board. Or we take brisk
walks the whole length of the upper
deck, stopping occasionally to look down
upon the steerage passengers lazily basking in the sun on the lower deck. These
steerage passengers, sixty in number,
are mainly Italian paupers whom our
government wisely refused to permit to
land and who are going home again.
We run races on the forward upper
deck, we clirn b ladders to peer into
compasses or other curious implements
used in taking the ship's observations.
We sit in the saloon and write letters
home, to be mailed when the ship first
lands. We listen to music on the piano
or violin, or to the singing of some of
the really fine singers among the passengers. At night we go to the stern of
of the vessel and watch the glowing of
the phosporescence in its wake. Then
we descend to the saloon, where we
play all sorts of nonsensical games, or
talk, or have more music.
One day a few of us had the rare pri vi lege of going with the chief engineer
down, down into the heart of the great
ship, to see the ponderous engine whose
throbbing sends us on our watery way.
Shining, bright, and clean was every
part and moving noiselessly in its appointed work. \Ve peeped into the black
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hole where the twenty-one firemen feed
the huge monster, pouring tons and
tons oi coal into the great fiery mouths.
The heat soon drove us 'out from there,
with pity in our hearts for those whose
lot it is to shovel coal unceasingly.
Down through another narrower stairway and passage we crept along the
great shaft one hundred twenty feet long
connecting with the screw twirling helplessly in the water just outside. There
we were, eighteen feet below the water
level, and with only the iron plates between us and the depths beneath. Thankfully we carne up to light and air again,
marveling at the skill that can construct
the modern steamship.
Religious services are held on Sunday mornings, for we have four clergymen and four physicians on board, so
that the wants of our souls and our
bodies can be abundantly cared for.
Yesterday we celebrated the Fourth
of July. When we awoke, the ship was
ablaze with the fl.ag!i> of all nations, our
own most prominent. Fifty-six beautiful banners waved in the sunny breeze.
At ten A. M. we all assembled in the saloon to hear an excellent oration prepared by a Philadelphia lawyer, Mr. H.
D. Wireman, a solo, ''The Star Spangled Banner," by a Pittsburg gentleman,
and impromptu speeches by numerous
other brilliant speakers.
Then our
brave and wide-awake American College boys surprised us by exclaiming
rapturously, "George Washington, first
in war, first in peace, and first in the
hearts of his countrymen," after which
we all sang "America," and gave three
rousing cheers for our beloved land,
and three for this good ship and its
Captain.
At noon-day lunch, our party of ten
found at our especial table our napkins

wrapped in dainty American flags. This
attention was due to the ever-thoughtful kindness of our manager, Mr. Wm.
W. Spangler. At six o'clock dinner we
found the napkins most fancifully folded, and the center of each table adorned with a huge plum cake. The entire
dinner was elaborate, the finishing
course was red and white ice-cream.
Still another surprise awaited us. We
were assembled in the twilight on the
upper forward deck, singing or talking
softly in groups, or watching some of
the young people who were below us
trying to dance the Virginia reel to the
whistling of their comrades, when suddenly seven sailors sprang into the rigging and began rapidly to climb aloft.
Up, up they went to the top-most point
of the foremast, and to the extreme ends
of the yard-arms. We watched them
breathlessly when at a sudden signal from
the Captain, a blaze of white light flashed forth from each point. As we watched, it deepened to a brilliant red, and
flamed in the wind, great balls of fire.
Cheer after cheer rose from the delighted and astonished passengers. At another signal from the Captain, the expiring lights fell into the tossing waves,
and new lights took their places. The
sight was weird and impressive, but not
without a laughable sequel. A humorous old German passenger between the
lighting of the upper fires, each time
struck a match and waved it wildly
above his head, thus producing much
hilarity among us.
Finally, the last red ball was flung
into the sea, the sailors slid down the
ropes from their perilous perches, three
hearty cheers were given for the good
crew of the good ship Belgenland, and
with us Fourth of July, 1892, was done.
While you in America were yet rejoic ..
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ing over the shooting fire-cracker and
the blazing sky-rocket, for there is nearly five hours' difference of time between
our ship and home.
This morning, amidst great excitement, the light-house on Scilly Islands
was sighted. Land, land, after eleven
days of continuous sea and sky. Joy
and regret were seen on every face. Joy

for the approaching pleasure of seeing
Europe, regret that the ideal voyage
must end, and the friends so closely associated on this brave ship must separate.
The "all's well" of the nighl-watchmen at the lookout and the sharp clang
of the ship's hour-bell will ring long in
our memories.
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HOW UNCLE HENRY DYED HIS HAIR.
ETHEL GALE.

y ou

see, in those days I wasn't but
about twenty-one or two years old,
and bein' everlastin'ly tormented about
havin' red hair, and that right in the face
of the girl you was courtin', too, was
jest the most aggravatin' thing you can
think of; and so, when I read the advertisement of Swindler Blackamore's
wonderful hair-dye, which by one application changed the reddest or the
whitest hair to a beautiful black or
brown, as desired, you may imagine I
was not a little delighted.
I was always a pretty good hand to
nurse sick folks, and at this time I was
stayin' in pringfield with an old uncle
of mine, who had sent for me to come
and take care of him. I wasn't a bit
sorry to go, for your aunt Lizzie-who
was a girl then, and a good many pounds
lighter'n she is
w-lived next door to
my uncle; and I should have been perfectly happy if it hadn't been for my red
head, and that cu I now thought I saw
a way to gettin' rid of.
The directions for usin' thi hair-dye

were, to take the black powder and add
water-beatin' it all the time till it was
of the consistency of cream; then apply to the hair, rubbin' it well in, cover
with cabbage-leaves, wrap a towel tightly around the head, and allow it to remain so for six hours, if a brown color
was desired, nine if black. Of course,
I didn't wish any one to know what I
was up to; so I waited till all the family had gone to bed, and about eleven
o'clock I began operations by going to
the pantry after a bowl in which to beat
my powder and water to the "consistency of cream," as the fellow's advertisement said. My aunt's room was
close by, and I was very careful not to
make the least noise at first; but by and
by I got so interested in beatin' up my
black cream, that I swashed it most too
loud, and she heard me.
"Henry," says she; "Henry, is that
you?"
"Yes, aunt," says I, as meek as Moses.
"Why, what be you adoin' in there?"
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"0, notbin'," says I, "only fixin' a
little somethin' for my head."
"Your bead !" says she; "why, what's
the matter with it? It's as red· as ever
-ain't it?"
And with that she laughed; and I said
to myself, exultin'ly, "yes, it's red now,
but it shan't be long," and began to beat
again softly. But it took a good while
for the powder to mix with the water,
and by and by I forgot myself, and began to beat louder again.
"Henry," calls out my aunt again,
"what be you a doin' in there, anyway?"
"0, never mind, aunt, never mind,"
says I; and by that time my black cream
was pretty well beaten up, and I took it
up-stairs to rub it on. I was sleepin'
on a cot in my uncle's room, so as to be
handy if he wanted me in the night, and
I had to step around pretty softly, so's
not to waken him.
First, I took an old hair-brush, and
dipping it in the stuff, began to rub it
on to my head, and if there was any
virtue in strength I meant to have it out;
sn I laid it on well, and scrubbed it in
all around, centre, and sides, and edges,
close to the top of my forehead, and
down by the back of my neck. If my
hair was red after that night it shouldn't
be for want of my tryin' to alter it!
Pretty soon, while I was rubbin' away,
I made too vigorous a stroke, and
brought my elbow against the bay-rum
bottle, on the bureau, with results disastrous to the bottle; and the noise
awoke my uncle. "Why, Henry," says
he, "what upon airth air you a doin', a
keepin' me awake all night?" The old
sinner'd b'en snorin' for nigh five hours.
"Well, never mind, uncle," says I,
"never mind; I'm only a fixin' my head
a little; you go to sleep again."
After that I spread the cabbage-leaves

thick over my head, tied a big towel
over all, and went to bed.
After a while, my uncle, he woke up
again, and called out:
"Why, Henry! What is't smells so?
Why, it's sulphur, I du declare! Du get
up, Henry, and see what's the matter."
"0, never mind, uncle, never mind,"
says I; "it's nuthin', o~ly the stuff I
was a puttin' on my head."
''\iVhat was ye a puttin' stuff on your
head for? Got a headache?"
"Yes," says I; and by that time it
was true, for the stuff was burnin' my
scalp off; but I tried to make myself
believe it was only because I was tryin'
to keep awake, for fear I should forget
the time, and allow my hair to become
black, instead of brown; and I only
wanted a very light brown, as I thought
would agree best with my complexion.
At 3 A. M. I was up, and went down into the sink-room to undo my head, for
I didn't want all creation to be askin'
me what I was a doin'.
First I took off the towel. "Mercy!"
says I "if my head's as black as that
towel is! And whatever shall I do with
it? If I burn it up, the sulphur'll smell
so all the neighbors'll think the Mischief's here on a visit. But I didn't
dare to leave it about; so into the fireplace it went. Next I took off the cabbage-leaves; that is, I tried to; but 0,
my! how they did stick ! I couldn't get
off a piece bigger'n a fo'pence-ha penny
at a pull, anyhow, and it was all of five
o'clock before I got that part of my job
done. By that time I'd got a little bit
out of conceit with the hair-dye, but
when I got a look in the glass, I was a
good deal more out of conceit with myself. I never saw such a sight in all my
born days! The hair was red no longer,
but dyed, sure enough, blacker than a
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fresh-polished stove; and not alone that,
it was stiffer than a pack of porcupine
quills, all standing straight out from my
head. Well, now, what should I do I
didn't know, for this was worse than the
reddest hair the world ever saw; but I
began to scrub harder to get the stuff off
than I did the night before to get it on;
but nothin' was of any use. First I tried
simple water; then I put some fancy.
soap to it; and after that I resorted to
my aunt's soft-soap barrel; but though
I've often noticed that"soft-soap" would
smooth down obstinacy where nothin'
else would, it had no sort of effect here.
Finally, my aunt came down stairs.
"Why, massy sakes alive, Henry!
What upon this created earth hev you
b'en a doin' to yourself? Be you a goin'
to die?"
"No," says I, "I lzave dyed, and this
is what has come of it."
And then she began to laugh; and she
laughed and laughed till the tears ran
down her face, and she couldn't stand
up, but sot right down on the sink-room
floor, a holdin' on to her knees, and
laughin' till I thought she'd choke, and
hoped she would.
"How you do act, aunt," said I, reprovin'ly. "I should think you might
try to help a poor feller out o' this mean
fix."
At this she tried to stop laughin', but
couldn't for quite a spell, and she'd had
to make several false starts before she
could get up ; and when she did she
could only suggest that the best thing I
could do was to grease my hair down as
smooth as I could, and keep my hat on
all the time.
'Vhen I went to fix my uncle for his
breakfast, I didn't let any more light
into the room rhan I could help, and
kept my hat well shoved down on my

head. Pretty soon the old fellow noticed it.
"\Vhy, Henry," says he, in a shocked
sort of way, "your hat on in the house?
I thought you'd b'en brought up to more
manners."
"Well, never mind, uncle," says I, as
soothin'ly as I could; "there's somethin' the matter with my head, and I'll
have to keep my hat on for a while, to
from ketchin' cold."
''I'll excuse you, then," said he,
forgivin'ly;. and I slipped out of the
room as quick as I could.
About nine o'clock there was a knock
at the door, and Mary, my cousin, answered it. Pretty soon she came back.
"Henry, you pesky lookin' fellow,"
says she, flatterin'ly, "it's Lizzie Blackwell, and she wants to see you."
"Mercy on us!" says I, "I can't go !
Beg her to excuse me. Tell her I am
very particularly engaged. Tell her I
can't leave, anylzow. 0, Mary, don't
stand there a laughin' at me, you hussy,
you, but do be a dear, good girl, and go
back and tell her she must excuse me."
So Mary started, and then I was sorry enough, for I loved your aunt Lizzie
then most as much as I do now; and I
was afraid she'd never forgive me; but
I couldn't have her see my head !
In another minute back came Mary.
''She says she can't excuse you; she
must see you, on business." So out I
went, and there, if you believe it, that
traitress Mary had gone and told Lizzie
the whole story, and cheated me into
goin' in there to show myself, and if
those two girls didn't have fun enough
at my expense for the next two months !
For the dye -stuff wouldn't come off only
as the hair grew so it could be cut, and
it looked, if anything, funnier than at
first, when it had half-grown, so that
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there was a thick red mat next my scalp, up about it so handsomely, and took
surmounted by a stiff black fringe. Liz- all her ridicule so good-naturedly, that
zie says it 'did look funny, but I owned she fell in love with me on the spot.

NOTES:-SUIENTIFIC .ilND OTHER WISE.
What Organ First Relapses
into Slumber?

It is said by scientists to be a fact that
all our senses do not slumber simultaneously, but that they fall into a happy
state of insensibility one after another.
The eyelids take the lead and obscure
sight, the sense of taste is the next to
lose its susceptibility, then follow smelling, hearing, and touch; the last named
being the lightest sleeper and most easily aroused. It is curious that, although
the sense of smell is one of the first to
slumber, it is the last to awake. Hearing, after touch, soonest regains consciousness. Certain muscles and parts
of the body begin to sleep before others.
Commencing with the feet, the slumberous influence works its way gradually
upward to the center of nervous action.
This will explain the necessity of having the feet comfortably warm before
sound sleep is possible.
Concerning Overwork.

In treating the question whether laborious occupations in themselves may
lead to premature strain of the body or
mind, and so to degeneration or disease,
Dr. P. H. Pye-Smith thinks we "must
distinguish." Aneurism, emphysema,
and some forms of cardiac hypertrophy
may be the result of overstrained and
too violent and prolonged exertion, from
mechanical stretching of the great arteries by movements of the arms, from

high blood-pressure, excessive calls on
the heart, and over-long suspension of
respiration, as in muscular efforts with
a closed glottis. "We see similar results in horses which are put to too hard
work at too early an age, and there is
no reason to doubt the operation of
such causes of disease in man. But
their operation is limited to the production of certain definite lesions, and
there is no evidence that harm is done,
disease brought on, or life shortened by
what is commonly known as work,
whether mental, physical, or a combination of the two. The vanity of human nature is tickled by ascribing its
disorders to such respectable antecedents as industry,energy, and intellectu.al activity. We must all have felt this
when the results of habitual idleness or
gluttony are ascribed by a patient or
his wife to an overtaxed brain or too
strenuous devotion to business-especially in the public service. There is no
fear of any one of us" (members of the
Royal College of Physicians) ''using
our brains too much for our health, nor
do I believe that mental labor or honest
work of any kind interferes with health
or shortens life a day. Even if it did,
\Yho would not rather be worn in use
than rust in idleness ? \Vho would not
choose a short-spanned life, filled full
of action and of thought, of sorrow and
of joy, of effort and of endurance, of enjoyment of living one's self and helpful
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service to others, rather than to wear the hand. The implication of the article
out a tedious existence of monotonous is that these six hundred boys should
ease?
-Pop. Sci. Month.
have been at work in the mills or on the
farm.
Hysterical Statistics.
We are expected to believe that there
Every now and then we read in some are hundreds and thousands of young
magazine or newspaper an article writ- men who are over-educated j and that
ten in the interest of some ne,~r educa- their over- education prevents them from
tional fao and sustaining its position by entering honest vocations. The logical
an array of alleged facts that are pre- conclusion of all this is "hold back your
posterous. Certain itc:ms may, it is true, students from academies and colleges,
be picked out of the tables of social sta- because you unfit them for work.''
tistics which by themselves appear
I call attention to this article for the
startling or sensational. Isolated in- sake of pointing out the unreliability of
stances may be quoted which are pa- the statistical information afforded us.
thetic, not to say harrowing to the feel- V/hen we look into the statistical records
ings. Such instances and such figures of the entire country we find that there
·may be properly called llysterical statis- is one in five of the population in the
tics.
elementary schools, and that there is
I mention first as among the most one in a hundred of the population in
frequent articles found eo on hysterical secondary schools, including high schools
statistics the statement that crime is and academies. But there is only one
greatly on the increase in civilized so- in b.ve hundreJ in colleges, profe:5sional
ciety, and that the rule seems to be,- schools, schools of technology and enthe more education the more crime. gineering,and all other kinds of superior
"In those states which have the most instruction, including normal schools.
efficient educational institutions the While the number of pupils in elemennumber of commitments to jail is greatly tary schools is larger than the population
in excess of the commitments in states from six to thirteen, the number in secwhich abound in illiteracy and lynch- ondary schools in the whole country is
law."
only one in seven of the population
One of the most recent articles I have from fourteen to eighteen years. The
seen based on hysterical statistics is an number in higher education is only one
article on kindergartens and manual in thirty of the population of the proper
training in the Popular Science Montlzly age to attend colleges.
upposing that
for July, 1892. It commences as follows: the entire force of students in higher in"In 1887 a prominent Chicago law firm stitutions of the Chicago povulation of
advertised for an office messenger. In 1877 has been turned loose upon the
response more than six hundred college- streets in search of positions, they would
bred and academy-taught boys applied have numbered some nine hundred perfor the position." On the basis of this sons, young men and young women, all
sensational item and a few other items told. Of these nine hundred it seems
of the same kind a conclusion is drawn that there were six hundred of the young
against an education in letters and men or boys who applied to one firm in
t;eienee and in favor of an education of response t-o its advertisement for a mes.:
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senger hoy. No, it is not quite so bad
as that for we are told that these six
hundred included, besides college bred,
also "academy taught" students. The
total of students in the entire four years
of secondary work for the population
of Chicago in 1877, was less than five
thousand boys and girls.
Does anyone suppose that if these five thousand, male and female, had left school
at once, that six hundred of the boys
would have applied for the position of
messenger boy in response to an advertisement? Is it not a well known fact
even to writers of hysterical articles
that the young men and young women
who get secondary and higher education
belong mostly to the wealthier class of
the population and hence that there is
a smaller per cent. of them applying
for positions in response to newspaper
advertisements?
Seriously, is it not time that the advocates of good things like the kindergarten and manual training should cease
trying to discredit those desirable reforms by supporting the cause by fallacious arguments and by a plentiful use
of imaginary and misleading statistics?
Is there anybody who thinks that one in
a hundred of the population is too many
to have in secondary schools at one
time ; or that one in five hundred is too
many to have in schools for superior

instruction of all kinds?
The fallacy in the criminal statistics
has already been pointed out more than
once in our magazines. \Vith the growth
of cities there is a growth of discriminating laws against vice, and thousands
of arrests take place for breach of the
the peace in cities in cases where there
would be no c0mmitment made to a jail
in the country. Thus in Massachusetts
in 185o, three thousand persons were
arrested for drunkenness, and in I88s,
eighteen thousand for the same offense.
In a rural population drunkenness would
hardly be regarded as an offense at all.
With the growth of civilization and the
increase of cities, people discriminate
more carefully the causes of crime and
punish vices which grow into crimes. In
Massachusetts the crimes against person and property fell off 44 per cent. in
the twenty-five years between 186o and
1886 while the commitments for vice
increased many fold. The writers of
the hysterical class mistake the statistics
which prove an increased efficiency of
police regulations, for an increase of
crime. There were not six times as
many drunken people in 1885 as in 1850
but it was six times as dangerous to the
drunken man to be seen on the street
as in 18so.
- W. T. Harris in tlze
J ournal of Education.
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The Platform.

Party platforms are not commonly
supposed to stand for principles which
the part ie:; themselves hold in any very
strenuou s sense, This year1 however,

the platforms of the two leading parties
are thought to represent certain principles in such way that the campaign is
really an issue between political principles, and not a mere scramble for spoils.
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Possibly, some of the younger teachers
of the country would be interested in a
statement of what these principles are.
The first is the tariff. The Republican
platform says: "We believe that all articles which cannot be produced in the
United States, except luxuries, should
be admitted free of duty, and that on
all imports coming into competition
with the products of American labor,
there should be levied duties equal to
the difference between wages abroad
and at home." The Democratic platform says: "We declare it to be a fundamental principle of the Democratic
party, that the Federal Government has
no constitutional power to impose and
collect tariff duties except for the purpose of revenue only." The former is
a tariff for protection, the latter is a tariff for revenue only, it is the only freetrade that is practicable. It is not the
purpose of THE STUDENT to advocate
either the one policy or the other, but
to explain both. For a number of years,
the amount of revenue raised by taxes
upon imports has been from zoo to 220
millions of dollats. Both parties seem
to be agreed that some such amount
should still be raised by a tax upon imported goods.
Under a protective
policy, this amount would be raised upon imports competing with our own
manufactured products; under a pure
revenue-only policy, it would be levied
upon all imported . articles without distinction. Advocates of the former policy claim, that it enables the workingman to command higher wages and fosters a diversity of industries; of the latter policy, that it treats every one alike
and has no favoritism about it.
The currency-planks of the two platforms are very much alike. They both
favor a bi~et~llic basis, so adjusted as

to keep the purity of gold and silver unimpaired, and the purchasing power of
the paper currency at par with the metallic. The Democratic platform, however, contains a section recommending
the repeal of the U. S. law imposing a
tax of 1oper cent. upon the notes of any
state bank. It is this tax which has for
a long time kept out of circulation the
notes of state banks, and its repeal
would undoubtedly br:ng such notes
into circulation again. A great many
people doubt the wisdom of such a
policy, inasmuch as it would most likely introduce into the channels of trade
a mass of paper having only a local parpurchasing power and no legal tender
power whatever.
The Republican platform says: "'Ve
demand that every citizen of the U. S.
shall be allowed to cast one free and
unrestricted ballot in all public elections, and that such ballot shall be
counted and returned as cast; that such
la'ws shall be enacted and enforced as
will secure to every citizen, be he rich
or poor, native or foreign born, white
or black, this sovereign right guaranteed
by the constitution." The Democratic
platform says: "We warn the people of
our common country, that the policy of
federal control of elections, to which
the Republican party has committed
itself, is fraught with the gravest dangers, scarcely less momentous than would
result from a revolution practically establishing monarchy on the ruins of the
republic." These sections of the two
platforms refer to what is commonly
known as the Force Bill. The Republican party claims that there are fifteen
or twenty members of the U. . House
of Represe.ntatives who held their seats
either because in their districts there
have been no free election , voters hav-
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ing been intimidated until they did not
vote at all or did not vote the ticket of
their choice, or because the tickets actually voted were not counted as cast.
They hold also that the Congress of the
U. S. has the constitutional power to
supervise the elections of its own members, by appointing inspectors whose
duties it shall be to see that the elections
are free and that the votes are counted
as cast. The Democratic party holds
that this inspection of congressional
elections would be the practical establishment of a monarchy.
The writer may be permitted to express his conviction that in this last issue is involved something far more fundamentally significant to the national
interest than anything involved in questions of tariff or finance ; and that both
parties must lay aside their demagogism and pecksniffism, and face the issue
as they would face cholera at their own
doors.
The Strike at Homestead, Pa.

Like almost every other trouble that
arises between capital and labor, this
one has two sides. From the striker's
standpoint, he thinks he is right. Thecapitalist, likewise, thinks he is justified
in claiming the privilege of making his
own wage scale, and accepting whom
he will to perform his labor. Andrew
Carnegie the principal owner of the
factories at Homestead is in many respects a remarkable man. He once
worked at the forge but by his energy
and genius has risen to his present high
place among manufacturers. Having
been a working man himself, he has
sympathized with labor and made many
concessions to the working man in his
factories. The wages are paid by the
so-called ''Sliding scale," thus depend-

ing upon the market vaiue of the product, Carnegie agreeing however, that
no matter how low the market the wages shall not fall below a certain definite
limit. The manufacturer thus takes the
risk in one direction. Carnegie has
provided every means of amusement
and improvement at great expense, for
the benefit of the workmen.
Their
club and reading rooms, public libraries, schools, etc., all provided by this
manufacturer, are among the wonders
of modern times. Horpes are sold them
on the installment plan, the deferred
payments drawing 5% interest. Payments in small sums are accepted, and
those who are able to . make deposits
with the company are allowed 6 % interest on them, thus again giving the
laboring man the advantage. The wages
paid the skilled workmen who are now
the complaining ones range from $6 to
$q per day. Viewing this matter from
one standpoint it might seem that the
ground for demanding more wages and
prohibiting non-union men from taking
their place at any rate of wages, is rather "shaky" and uncertain. They must
and do acknowledge that the Carnegie
Company has done more for them than
was ever done by a like establishment
in any other place or in any other country in the world. It is claimed by many
that the rights of property are disregarded by strikes when the striker will
not work himself, nor permit another
man to take his place. Hence every
such strike is a violation of law.
But from the standpoint of the laborer
wherein lies his justification? He says,
"Yes, the Carnegie Company pays us
what people generally call high wages.
True, they have offered us a sliding
wage scale; but there are a few things
that people do not consider. The steel-
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Worker subjects himself to great peril,
and knows that the average time that men
are able to endure the work is ten years
or less. Hence they must in this short
time provide for themselves and .their
families. Pursuing the work longer they
often become blind or otherwise incapacitated for earning a livelihood. They
are rendered unfit for other work.
Furthermore, high as the wages are, the
Company still make an unreasonable
profit on our labor. They amass wealth
by the millions as the result of our work
and all we ask is a reasonable sharing
of profits." As to not allowing others
to take their places, they say, "No new
man can do the work better or cheaper
than we, and since by our effort combined with the use of the capital the
great success of the enterprise has been
possible, we claim that our right to the
place is superior to that of any other.
We have, in a sense, staked our all in the
work, and to give it up means poverty
and distress. Our homes are here,and
many of them are but partly paid for,
and these would be largely sacrificed if
we were unable to retain our places."
This we believe is a fair statement of the
claims of both sides of this great trouble. Study carefully before you, without qualification, thoroughly condemn
either side. The law ought to provide
that all such differences be settled by
arbitration.
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of the August skies, rising on the first
about two and a half hours later than
Mars, to whom he is but little inferior
in brightness. Jupiter comes to the
meridian about 30° farther north than
Mars.
Venus is morning star this month,
gradually increasing in brightness till
she reaches the maximum about the
middle of the month, at which time she
will rise nearly three hours before the
sun. Mercury and Saturn are evening
stars, the latter being very near the sun.
The Crescent.

Fred. 0. Stokoe has returned to school.
He will be one of the Classics next
year. He has been teaching at Middleville, Mich.
John A. Alkire, a Crescent of 1887,
is in school. He has been teaching at
Ottawa, Ohio.
At the close of his term of school at
Paradise Valley, Nev.,C. . Flack visited the "Hill" a few days. From here
he went to his home, Pipesville,
He will teach the same school next year.
Mic;;s Cassie Quinlan attended institute, the last two weeks of July, at
Wellington, Kan. he expects to spend
August at the County ormal, at \ infield, Kan.
The year's work is done and the
greater number of this year's rescent
leave to work elsewhere. vVe believe
the time we have given to the society
has been as profitable as any other work
we have done. The soci~ty is in a better financial condition than it has ever
P ositions of the Planets this Month.
been at the end of the year. A there
Mars rises in the early evening and will be about forty good member enis easily detected by his great brilliancy rolled at the beginning of next year, her
future uccess promises to e greater
and ruddy color. Prof. Hussey pre- than the past.
J.
L
sents our readers this month a very
able account of the latest observations
The Star.
of and theorie concerning this interesting neighbor of ours.
Jupiter will be a ery bright feature

!iss adie Kanouse, cientific of ' 1 ,
9
pent several weeks of her vacation with
friend and classmates on the Hill."
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Miss Nellie Meader is enjoying a part
of her vacation at her old home near
Fowler, In?iana.
E. E. Reed, Classic of '92, has gone
to Texas to make definite arrangements
for his work for next year. He will
have charge of the schools of Bluff Dale,
Texas.
Miss Bertha Stockman has returned
to her home in Valpo. She has had
charge of the Musical Department of a
college in Kansas for the past school
year.
Messrs. John McCulloch and E. F.
Allen, Scientifics of '92, took advantage
of the recent excursion rates to New
York City, and spent some time in the
metropolis. The former visited relatives
in the city, the latter went as a delegate
to the Christian Endeavor Convention.
J. B. Dicus stopped over for a day,
July 23, on his return from an eastern
trip.
He has filled the position of
Principal of a ward school in his
home, Streator, Ill. for the past year
so successfully that he has been retained for the ensuing year. John did not
state what or where his mission was in
the East, but we learned by chance
that he visited a certain Ohio town, the
home of one of our young lady students
of '91.
The choristers of the Society have
engaged the Kalophon Male Quartette,
of Chicago, to furnish the music for the
Anniversary program, and this with the
excellent literary program prepared,
promises to be a most delightful entertainment.
M. C. L.

Heroic, The Defense of till! Britli! Addie C. Clark
Flute Solo
llegra Frazier
Concluding with the Farce
TuR IIIM OuT.
A. J. Clark
Nicodemus Nobb
W. H. Evan
::\1r Macintosh Moke
F. E. Stroup
Mr Eglantine Roseleaf
LaurJ. McCaw
Julia (Mr. Make's Wife)
Elizabeth Baker
Susan (A M~id of all Work)
WEDNESDAY EVENING.

The German Society will present a German
Comedy
''DER K OPF. ''
THURSDAY EVENING.
ANNUAL RECITAL BY ELOCUTlON CLASS.

Music
Quartette
Character Recitation, Caleb' J Courts/tip
F Iorence Heath
Heroic Recitation,A Hero Woman Minnie Davis
Humorous Recitation, Tlte Man wlto Apologized
J. C.Sathre
Character Recitation, Tlte Whistling Regiment
Florence Milstetl
Quartette
Music
Humorous Recitation, Wltat a Little Boy Thin!..'S
about Things
Grace Freeman
Cbaracter RecitatiOn, :Jem's Last Ride
Nellie Wolcott
Charncter Recitation, The New Loc/zinvar
Edith Pitts
Dramatic Recitation, One Day· Solitary
M. L. Test
Music
Quartette
Character Recitation, A Little Girl's View of
Life in a Hotel
Amanda Hart
Description, A Jl[aiden Martyr Fannie Walker
Humorous Sketch, Lessom in Cookery
Lottie Honn.
FRtDAY EvE
AN

IVERSARY EXERCfSE

ING.

OF THE CRESCE ' T

SOCIETY.

Parade March
Mandolin and Guitar Club
Essay, ''There is a tide in t/te affairs o.f men
Which taken at its .flood leads on to
.fortune."
Retta Wood
Piano . olo
Prof. Henri Ruifrok
Recitation, Aunt Jl,fdissy on Boys
Fannie Walker
COMMENCEMENT.
Get out o.f 1~fy Light
Eugene Peveler
The following are the announcements Oration,
iolin olo
Maggie White
for Commencement week.
Essay, Religio1~ and Kiwwledge as R11actionary
Forces
Lottie Honn
TUESDAY EVENING, AUG, 3·
Recitation, The Uncle
E. P. Harmon
AN UAL RECITAL BY THE ELO UT lON CLAS
Vocal olo
Jennie Thatcher
Rajahput Nurse
Anna E. Henry Oration, For .flumanity Sweeps On?tlard
Piano Solo
. linnie Wirt
R. E. Campbell
Character, Widder Green Catherine 1cDonald
1usic
.1andolin and Guitar Club
Pathetic, Little :Joe's Flowers Elizabeth B. \ oo l
Cornet 'olo
E. E. William
SATURDAY E\'E I 'G.
Character,How He Tended the Baby F.E ..' troup
A
IVER
RY EXERCI E'
F THE TAR
Aux Italiens
Nellie Clifford
·oc rETY.
Character, Brudder Brow1~ on Apples
Lily Ruegg
Clara Bell Heagle March

••
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l\l usic
Oration, Natural Law

Kalophon Quartette
A. B. Craig
~Iusic
Kalophon Quartette
Essay, But JJ-fore of Reverence in us Dwell
Marie Larson
Edith Pitts
Recitation, J,f e and Bill
W . W. Hinshaw
Baritone Solo
Essay, Unde1' Wltilened As/us Often Lie GlowLillie Jones
ing limbers
Lily Ruegg
Piano Solo
Oration, An Epoc!t (1.1 Hisiory
Howard Templeton
Kalophon Quartette
Music
f•)NDA y EVEN I G.
ALUMNI ASSOCIATIO:-<.

March
Prof. Henri Ruifrok
Duet
Misses Wertman and he
Address, The '-V011e/ and Its Effects
lion. H D . Vuries
Vocal Solo
Mrs. M. E. Hogarte
Toasts will be responded to in the Banquet
Hall by N . C. Stott, Verta Warfield,Joseph Con roy, Kate Au~tin,P . II. Moroney and Lucy Holcomb.
Tuli:SDA v EvE I:'\G.

Mu rc

CLASS.

THE CREATION.

The Oratorio will be given complete with an
orchestra of 30 pieces and a chorus of 1 50 voices.
The Class numbers 26.

W1m

f: DAY EvEN!

G.

SCIE TIFIC CLASS.

Prof. Henri Ruifrok
Piano olo
Vucal 'olo
Prof. R. A. Heritage
Address, Li<;ing Questions
Rt. Rev. Bishop Fallows.
The class number. 120, and it being impossi ble for so many to take part in the exercises they
have secured Bishop F::ollows to deliver the orati n.
The title page of the neat announcement uf
this cia s is a handsome lithograph designed by
one of its members, Ir. B. F. \ illiams.
TH

R DAy EVENING.

CL,\ SLC CLA

.

Piano Solo
Prof. Ruifruk
Address, The Talmud
1-!.ev. Dr. Edward B. l\1. Browne, Rabbi
l t
J ::\le r ·. Heritage and ' howalter
0,uar e te
1 i\li ·se · Groth and Thatcher
Degree· Conferred
Prof. Brown
J ~Ies r. . Heritage and 'howalter
Quartette
1 .\li. e Groth and Thatcher

\VH:\.T TH Y ARE D I G.
H . R. Luther is in busine s in hicago, and i · doin well.
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\Valter Hunt will have charge of the
Kingston, Wisconsin, school the coming year at a good salary.
May Tinsley writes that she has accepted the same position in the schools
of Buffalo, Missouri, that she held last
year.
Andrew Martin has been re-elected for
the same position he held last year, that
of Superintendent of the Akron, Indiana, school.
D. J. Markel is doing office work in
Litchfield, Illinois, and Mrs. Brubaker,
of the Elocution Class of '85, resides
in the same town.
Clarence McCracken was unanimously re-elected for the position of Principal of the schools of North English,
Iowa, at an increased salary.
C. H . Gordinier has been elected
Principal of the schools of Middlesborough, Kentucky, at a salary of $9oo.
He will rule over eight grades.
W. R. Blackwelder leaves Cissna Park
to accept the position of Superintendent of the schools of Chatsworth, Ill.
The advancement is a proper recognition of his undoubted merits.
Etta McBride is pleased with her position in Burlington, Iowa. he is bookkeeper for a large firm in that city, and
has been complimented by her employers for her efficient work.
Prof. Brown worked one day in the
\Vashington Co., Ill., in titute. He
was greatly plea eel with the spirit of
progressiveness and enthusiasm manifested.
upt. L. H. Carson is doing
hi work thoroughly and well.
In a kind letter recently received,
Hattie Rogers ay that he ha just
finished a very plea ant chool at conto, \Vi consin, and i enjoying her vacation at home.
'he i a very popular
and progressive tea her.
'~ real young
avid against the oliath Alcohol" is the way they
ak of
B. L. Rockwood; who is president of
the Indiana Prohibition Home uards,
with the head 1uarters at Indianapolis.
Upon leaving school in '89, . H.
Tapy taught a country school in 'Whit~
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ley Co., and has remained in the schools
of that county since. He is re-elected
this summ~r as Superintendent of the
public schools of South ·w hitley at a
good salary, and has a bright outlook
for the future.
A. S. Hale of the Law Class of '91
and Miss Florence Dale, the elocutionist, were married at Iowa Falls on June
23. THE STUDENT extends congratulations. They will teach together the
coming year in Geneva, Iowa, Mr.
Hale having been elected Superintendent of the schools of that place.
L. \V entzel who taught the Newark,
Indiana School last year, has been elected Principal of the Sugar Grove, Indiana Schools for next year, at an advence in his salary of $2o.oo a month.
He is a good teacher.
C. C. Yoder writes that he has been
selling agricultural implements in Goshen, Indiana for several months, and
that he bas a good position. He has
lost none of his interest in educational
affairs, but finds that his present business pays him better than teachi~g.
Ill health prevented Mina C. Groman
from completing her year in the Canton,
South Dakota, schools. Miss Groman
is now at her home in Odebolt, Iowa,
and if her health permits, will teach
again this year.
I was glad to get a letter from Mattie
E. Calbreath who was a member Jf the
Elocution Class of '82-'83, and from
whom I have ·not heard since she left
school. She writes that she has been
teaching in the schools of Mercer Co.,
Mo., ever since she was here.
A Cincinnati publishing house secured the services of S. E. Weybright,and
he is so well pleased with his position
that he has decided not to teach next
year, and thus the schools of South
\Vhitley loses the services of an efficient
man.
E. F. 0 ' Riordan is spending his summer vacat1 m in stirring up the citizens
of Arizon i ferritory on the school-book
question . [n Mr. O'Riordan's opinion
the boob u >ed by the public schools in
that Territory are inadequate, and of a

very low order of merit, and he is doing
all he can to secure the adoption of
books up with the times.
Here is an extract from a kind letter
from Irena Twining, of Frankfort Station, Illinois :
I thank you and your able assistants f9r providing us with a Juunul, s > well wurthy the
nameS ruDENT. lt d,>es credit tu Valparaiso,
and especially to yourselves. I always look furward with pleasure to its coming.
I have been teaching at Mukena, Ill. for the
past two years, but this year duty seems to call
me elsewhere and I could not again accept the
position.
The Scho l B Jard w.'!re fortunate
enough to engage MissNI.!Va Hunt to take my place.
I was very glad they were able to secures 1 competent a teacher, anJ am sure she will gi~e sat ·
i.sfactiun .

BOOKS AND MAGAZINES.
The August PETERSON is one of the
finest numbers we have ever seen of
this popular magazine. It opens with
two very fine . engravings, both being
artistic gems, and is well filled with
short stories and sketches,- just the
thing for this hot weather.
The Bacon-Shakespeare controversy
which opened in the July ARENA is attracting general interest among lovers
of Shakespearean literature. The August ARENA contains an argument in
favor of Lord Bacon. Among the other contributions of interest in this issue
is a political symposium, to which Gail
Hamilton, U. S. Senator James H.
Kyle, Congressmen Geo. Fred Williams
and Wm. T. Ellis contribute. Other
leading papers are contributed by Mary
A. Livermore, Twenty-jive Years on
the Platform ; Frances E. \Villard, Tlze
Coming Brotlzerlzood; Mrs. General Lew
\Vallace, T!te Cltain of tlte Last Slave.
Those who do any substantial reading at all during the summer season wilt
do well to read the
ugust PoPULAR
SciENCE Mo JTHLY. The number is full
of strong names and excellent matter.
Dr. Andrew D. White continues his
record vf the astonishing opposition
through which Science has had to make
its way, taking Geography as his special
topic. Lord Randolph Churchill describes The Diamond Industry at Kt"m,-
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berly, with illustrations, telling how the
precious stones are dug and washed,
and what extraordinary precautions are
taken against theft. Herbert Spencer's
article on Veracity will be the first thing
read by many. Prof. H. C. Bolton
gives some Historical Notes on the Goldcure, showing the absurd claims that
were made for gold as a medicine in the
time of the alchemists. Prof. Bolton
does not apply his facts to a certain
gold-cure of the present day, but doubtless many of his readers will. The number is an excellent one, and contains
many other good articles which we have
not space to mention.
The midsummer number of THE
LADIES' HoME JouRNAL is more than
usually attractive, and with its large
number of valuable papers contributed
by some of the foremost American
writers is well worth its modest price,1 o cents, or $I a year.
The August CALIFORNIAN contains a
number of timely and interesting papers
calculated to present Western North
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America, and the Pacific Slope in particular, in a most favorable light to the
world. There is a well-wr1tten paper
on the Keeley cure, and some able editorials on the present political aspect.
Among the notable articles in the
CosMOPOLITAN for August is a popularly written paper on Bridges and Bridge
Builders that will well repay a careful
perusal. Murat Halstead writes interestingly on The Minneapolis Convention and St. George Mivart furnishes
the 3rd chapter of his Causes of Evolution for the number.
The OvERLAND MoNTHLY for August
contains an interesting article on the
feasibility of Kangaroo farming in
America. It is said that much of America's waste land might be used on which
to raise the marsupials, and thus bring
into our market valuable products of
leather and meat. The article is suggestive and the plan seems practicable.
Salt Water Fisheries of the Pacific
Coast is another excellent paper in this
number.

JUNE EXAMINATION QUESTIONS FOR INDIANA.
READING.
The heights by great men reached and kept,
Were not attained by sudden flight :
But they, while their companions slept,
Were toiling upward in the night.
Standing on what too long we bore
With shoulders bent and downcast eyes,
We may discern-unseen beforeA path to higher destinies.
Nor deem the irrevocable Past
As wholly wa ted, wholly vain,
If, rising on its wrecks, at last
To something nobler we attain.
-Longfellow.
1. Tell how you would proceed to have pupils
understand and expre s the thought of this
extract.
30
2. What are the advantages of supplementary
reading in the schools?
20
3. What would you teach pupil about modulation (If voice to expres different sentiments
found in the reading lessons?
10

4· What would you say to pupils about minding
their pauses?
10
5· Read a selection indicated by the uperintendent.
30
ANSWERS.
1.

2

•

I should turn the extract into prose, and thus
present its general idea, illustrating the first
lines by citation from the lives of great men,
like Webster, for example, who was always
ready for every crisis that came up in his life
hy simply farseeing the crisis and preparing
to meet it. Then go over the lines, one by
one, and explain their meaning until the pu·
pils fully understand and appreciate them.
The extract is a little difficult, and it would
require both time and patience.
A very large part of our knowledge must be
obtained from reading. The pupil who can
and does read well ha a means of cultiva·
tion which makes him alm st, or quite independent of the schools. The pupil in investigating any subject may read all he can find
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on that subject, always being careful to read
thoroughly whatever he gives his attention
to.
3· Nothing. Teach modulation of the voice by
practicing appropriate exercises, and endeavor simply to give the pupil control of his
voice. Make it as near as may be a perfect
organ; but when he gets to reading, let him
forget all about his voice culture. If the
latter has been ou-ried far enough that good
habits have been formed, they will appear
in this reading.
4· Little or nothing. The marked panses make
very imperfect guides to vocal expression

1.

2.
3·
4·

5:

6.

7.

8.

5· $8o=the cost.
25 per cent. of $8o= $2o, gain by Ist sale.
8o+$20==$Ioo, cost to A.
25 per cent. of $Ioo=$25, A's loss.
$ roo -$25 =$ 75, 2d cost to me.
I sell the carriage for $8o.
. ·. $80-$75=$5, gain on 2d sale.
ho+$5=$25 1 whole gain.
$2 5 is 3 I;.( per cent. of $8o.
. ·. I gain 31 ;.( per cent on the whole trans·
action.

ARITHMETIC.
How much will it cost to plaster the walls and
ceiling of a room 30 feet long, 24 feet wide
and I2 feet high at I8 N' cents per square
yard?
Divide the product of 28 t and 13~ by the dif6. Area of base= (3 2 X 3· 1416) sq. ft =
ference between 8t~z and 4t·
407 I. 5136 sq. in
A field containing 30 acres is three times as
Contents of cistern=(IoOOX3I.5X23I) cu.
long as it is wide. Find its width and length.
in. = 7276500 cu. in.
From a tank full of water % of the water was
Surface is always the product of two factors,
withdrawn. Then 35 gallons were added,
and when multiplied by a third factor the
when the tank was exactly half full. What
product will denote solidity or cubical con ·
was the capacity of the tank?
tents.
I buy a carri::1ge for $8o and sell it to A at a
7276500, cu. in.,product of 3 factors
gain of 25 fo A sells it back to me at a loss
·. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - =
of 25%, and I again sell it for $8o. What
4071.5I36, product of 2 of the 3 factors,
per cent. do I gain or lose by tht whole
1787. 173, the no of inches in the Jrd factor.
transaction ?
I787 .173 in.= I48.93 I ft. the alt. of cistern.
What must be the depth of a cylindrical cis ·
7· I hr., 42. min., so sec. =6I 70 sec.
tern 6 feet in diameter to hold I,ooo barrels
I sec. =IS"
of water? (One barrel equals 3I~ gallons,
6qo sec. =oqoX IS"=9255o"
one gallon equals 23 I cubic inches )
6o''=I'
The captain of a steamer sailing from London
11
to New York, found on taking an observa
I =r}o'
tion, that the sun crossed his meridian at I
92
9255o''=
1)V 0 '=I542' and 30"
hour, 42 minutes, so seconds, P. M., by
0
6o'=I
Greenwich time. Find his longitude.
r'=io 0
A boy bought a lot of apples, paying % of a
I542'=l f62o=2 5o and 42'.
cent apiece for one half of them and ~ of a
cent apiece for the other half. He old the
. ·. 25 ° 42' 3o" is diff. in longitude.
whole lot at the rate of ~ of a cent apiece,
Going W. you subtract time; and, since more
and thereby realjzed a profit of 28 cents.
than one h·mr has to be taken from Green·
How many apples did he purchase? Write
wich time to obtain the correct time at the
oul full analysis.
ship's meridian, the captai n is sailing west·
ward.
ANSWERS.

A ceiling 30 ft. by 24 ft. = 720 sq ft.
2. 2 end walls 24ft. by 12ft. = 576 sq. ft.
3· 2 side walls 30ft. by 12 ft. = 720 sq. ft.
4· Wh ole area = 720 sq. ft. + 576 sq. ft.
720 sq. ft. = 20I6 sq. ft., or 224 sq. yds.
5· 224 s l· yds. @ r8X c = $42.00. Ans.
28~X IJk
z%1Xl·P
s!p
2. - - - - = - - - - = - - -=tHHc=
8/z-4~ 5lcis- \\8
'¥o7
w6tt,f%. Ans.
3·
field thn·e times as long as it is wide may
be divided into 3 square~, the side of each
being the witlth of the rectangular field.
I.

Since 3 squares = 30 A.
I "
= I6oo sq. rds.
·V 16oo= 4o, the no. of rds. in the side of
the square .
. ·. The width of the field is 40 rds.
and the length of the field is 120 rds.
4· }-% -=.YJ, the relative part remaining.
.YJ of the water+ 35 gal.=~of the water.
.·. i of the water = 35 gal.
! or all of the water = 210 gal.

1.

+

8.

. ·. His longitude is 25° 42' 30" W.
%c -YJc=ic, gain on each apple of one-half
of the lot.
~c-~c=~c,

gain on each apple of other
half of the lot.
.YJc +ic=Yzc, gain on every 2 apples sold .
. ·. He gained ~ of ~c, or ){. c, on each
apple, on an average.
){. c gained requires I apple.
Ic gained requires 4 apples.

28c gained requires 28X 4 apples or
pie,

I 12

ap·

JUNE EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.
*GRAMMAR.
(Answer any eigllt.)
"Yet Love will dream and Faith will trust
(Since He who knows our need is just).
That s0mehow, somewhere. meet we must.
Alas for him wh,) never sees
The stars shine through his cypress trees :
\Vho hath not learned in hours of faith,
The truth to flesh and sense unknown,
That life is ever Lord 0f Death,
And Love can never lose its own."
-7· G !1/ltittier
1. What is the object of "dream ? " What is
the difference in use between someu;/tere and
somelww?
2. Show the construction of the verb shine. What
is the object of kno·ws in the second line?
3. What is the object of "sees?"
4· Parse "unknown." Give case of "stars ."
5· Give construction of just in the second line.
6. Analyze the portion of the selection beginning
with "yet" and ending with "must. "
7· Write each subordinate clause in the portion
of the selection following ''alas,'' and show
its structural relations.
8. State all the grammatical relationships that
necessarily exist between the relative pronoun and its antecedent in an English sen ·
tence and account for the necessity of each
relation.
9 Correct: When the fisherman's wife heard
the news, she was deeply effected. It was
about this time that the writing appeared
upon the wall that Daniel interpreted.
ANSWERS.
1.

z.
3·
4·

5·
6.

The objer;:t of "dream" is "will trust" and
"that somehow,somewhere, meet we must."
Somewlure means in some place, and somehon•, the way.
•·Shine" is an infinitive with the construction
of a noun, the object of "sees." "Needs"
is the object of "knows."
While the entire phrase is the object of ·• sees,"
yet "shine" is the base of that object.
'· nknown" is an acljecti ve and belongs to
"truth." "Stars" is the objective subject
of "shines."
•·Just" is an adjective used in the predicate
with "is" and belongs to the subject, "he."
It is a compound, declarative sentence. The
members are" Love will dream,'' and "Faith
will trust,'' with theirmvdifiers
"Love" is
the subjec t and "will dream" is the predicate; "faith" is the subject and "will trust"
is the predicate. Both verbs are modified hy
the clause, "Since He who knows our need is
just." "Since" is the connective, and "is
just" is the principalclause
"Who knows
our need" is an adjective clause belonging
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to ''he." "That somehow, somewhere, meet
we must" is a substantive clause, the object
of "will dream" and "will trust."
7. "Who never sees" is a relative clause and belongs to "him." "Who hath not learned,
etc '' also limits "him." "That love is ever
Lord of Death" is a substantive clause in apposition with "truth."
8. A relative pronoun represents its antecedent,
tu which it joins a clause. This clause may
be restrictive or non-restrictive. Its special
province, however, is that it must represent
an antecedent to which it joins a clause.
9· When the fisherman's wife heard the news
she was deeply affected. It was about this
time that the writing Daniel interpreted ap·
peared upon the wall.
PHYSIOLOGY.
1.
2.

3·
4·

5.
6.

7.
8.

(Ans wer any seven.)
Structure of a cell.
The essential parts of a joint.
Mi·nute structure of blood.
Means of regulating the blood flow.
Structure of small intesti neli.
In what way is the thorax. enlarged in inspirati on?
Structure and work of kidneys.
Th e organ of the sense of smell : its stimulus
and function.
ANSWE-RS.

A cell consists of three parts: the cell body,
the nucleus, and the nucleolus.
2. The essential parts of a joint are,a. The two bones.
b. The ligaments.
c. The synovial membrane.
d. The synovial fluid.
e. The carti !ages.
3· The most important factors of the blood are:
a. The red corpl1SCies, lenticu lar in form
and composed of two substances, the haemoglobin or the coloring matter and the stro-

1.

ma.
b. The white corpuscles which are very few
and classed with the undifferentiated tissue .
c. The blood plaques.
d. The plasma.
4· The blood flow is regulated , a. By the elasticity of the arteries.
b. By the muscular contraction of the walls
of the arterioles.
c. 13y the resistance of the capillaries.
5· The small intestines have four di tinct coats.
The outer or serous coat is a continuation of
the peritoneum. The next coat is the muscular coat. This is made of two layers, one
running longitudinally, the other circularly.

*By an error undetected until too late the questions for July in grammar are given instead of

those for June.

The latter will be given next month.

sao
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The next is the submucous. It consists of
loose areolar tissue. The inner or mucous
coat is extremely vascular and is folded in
circular r_ings.
6. The thorax is enlarged in every dimension
during a healthy inspiration. Vertically by
the depression of the diaphram. Laterally
by the rotary motion of the ribs. The attachment of the ribs to the spinal column is
higher than on the sternum. When the
sternum is raised it moves outward thus producing a derso-ventral enlargement.
7· The kidneys are envelo?ed in a fold of the
peritoneum. A kidney is composed of two
parts the outer is called the certical, and the
inner, the medullary part. The kidneys a
large gland and composed of branched uriniferous tubules.
Their function is to secrete the urine.
8. The organs of the sense of smell are the olfactory nerves, and are found on the upper
portion of the nasal openings. They are
stimulated to activity by gaseous products.
GEOGRAPHY.
Locate the following and state what each is :
Munich, New Zealand, Niger, Honduras, and
Hecla.
10
2. Name the countries which produce in abundance the following : Wheat, coffee, cotton,
wool, gold, silver,and diamonds.
20
3· Give reasons why the rain -fall of the United
States is distributed as it is.
30
4 · Discuss the general relations between the climate and industries of a country.
40
I.

ANSWERS.

(a) The capital city of Bavaria, German Empire. (b) A group of islands south-east of
Australia. (c) A river that flows into the
Gulf of Guinea on the west coast of Africa.
(d) A country in Central America. (e) A
volcano in Iceland.
2. (a) United States,India,Australia and Russia.
(b) Brazil, Java, India, Hayti and Venezuela. (c) United States, India and Egypt. (d)
Australia, the South African countries and
the River Plate countries. (e) United States,
Australia, and Russia. (f) United Statts,
1exico and Bolivia. (g) South Africa,India
and Brazil.
3· The distribution of rainfall in the United States
depends on the direction of the winds and
the location of the mountain chains. The
winds from tlte Atlantic ascending the slopes
of the Appalachian mountains give a plenti fulsupply,and the Gulf and south-west wind:;
yield abundant shower as they go north and
sp:ead out over the Mississippi Basin,except
on the Great Plains, where the position of the
mountain chains and colder and heavier
winds crowd off toward the east the m0is tureladen winds. On the Pacific Slop ·, r.1io is
abundant, brought by the south-west winds
from the Pacific, while on the Highlands
I.

the rainfall is scanty from lack of vapor in
the winds.
4· The relation is important especially fo r thuse
indus tries arising from the cultivation of vegetation. In the tropics if the rainfall is abund ant the natural vegetation is so vigorous and
uncontrolable as to discourage cultivation ,
while if the rainfall is scanty the yield will
not pay the labor. At the same time the influence of the climate on man is so enervating that industries are not developed . In the
temperate zones the influence of the climate
on man is energizing, and the frosts of winter help him subdue the natural vegetatinn
so that cultivation is easier and all kinds of
industries are created and developed. In the
frigid zones the climate is a bar to all industries from its severity.
H[STORY.
Whence are the following na111es derived :
Virginia, Maryland, Carolina, Georgia, De l ·
awa re?
2. Give the boundaries of the U . S . at the close
of the Revolutionary War. What accessions
of territory have since been made, at what
times and under what circumstances?
3· Draw a map showing the original territory of
the U. S . and each of the accessions.
4· Describe briefly the circumstance in American history which gave rise to each of the
following terms : "Nullification," "Electoral Commission," "Right of Search."
5· Tell briefly what you know of Dred Scott,
Miles Standish, General Oglethorpe, Fulton,
Geneva Arbitration.
I.

A SWERS.
x. Virginia, from the "virgin queen ' ' Elizabeth;
Maryland, from Henrietta Maria, queen of
Charles I; Carolina, from Charles (Carolus)
II ; Georgia, from George II; Delaware,
from Lord De la Ware.
2. There were no really fixed boundaries at the
close of the Revolution. Th ere were the
thirteen colonies with fixed boundaries about
as at present, with certain vague claims up on territory in the north west. These embraced about 8oo,ooosq. ms. Since that time
Louisiana has been purchased of France,
ahout goo,ooo sq. ms. Florida of ·pain,
about 70,000 sq. ms. The Oregon territory,
confirmed by tre~ty, abo ut 300,000 sq. ms.
Texas annexed from Iexico, about 300,000
sq. ms. New Mexico and Califomia taken
from Mexico,about soo,ooo sq. ms. Gadsden
Purchase, about 50,000 sq. ms. Alaska
bought of Russia, 575,000 sq. ms.
3·
4· Prior to the Civil War the industrial system
of outh Carolina was slave-labor, and the
state could not be a manufacturing community, it could produce only raw materiaL It
was consequently opposed to a tariff system
of revenue. In 1832 it held a convention
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which resolved that after a certain date the
state would pay no tariff-taxes . .It provided,
also, that should the general government at
tempt to collect such taxes, the state would
resist the collection. This was "nullification." In 1876 the electoral votes of Florida
and of Louisiana were a matter of dispute.
Both houses of Congress appointed a com mission to decide the dispute. This was the
"electoral commis,;ion." For a long time
after the Revolution, the English government claimed the right to search American
vessels without process of law fur deserters
from their own navy. This was "the right
of search.''
5· Dred Scutt was a slave owned by a Dr. Emerson, a surgeon in the U. S. armv, and wa
taken by his master in 1834 into Lllinois. In
1838 he was taken into Missouri and there
sold. He began an action for his freedom in
the courts of Missouri, on the grounds that
his residence in free territory entitled him to
his freedom The case was carried to the
U. S. Supreme Court, and decided against
him. Miles Standish was one of the May ·
flower pilgrims, and became the captain of
their military company of the landing at
Plymouth. Oglethorpe was an Englishman
who secured from George II a tract of land
as a sort of Colony for the debtor classes of
England, and on the tract founded a settlement from which the state of Georgia has
developed.
Robert Fulton was born in
Pennsylvania in 1765. In 1807 he built and
launched at New York a little steamer, the
Clermount, the first vessel of its kind. In
May, 1871, the United States and Great
Britain made a treaty providing for a commission to settle certain differences growing
out of the destruction of American shipping
by Confederate privateers built in Great
Britain. The commission met at Geneva,
Switzerland, and as a result of the meeting
a very serious international matter was settled peacefully.
SCIE~CE

I.

OF EDUCATION (Answer any seven.)
vVhat are the chief means of securing good
order in a school?

2.

3
4·

5·
6.
7.

8.
9·

50I

Is over-government possible in a school? Tell
what is meant by over government.
Tame several kinds of punishment the school
may resort to.
Du you regard corporal punishment legitimate
in the school? Give reasons.
What do we mean by punishment based on a
sense of honor?
Are prizes objedionable in school work?
Why?
What is apperception ?
How can one form the habit of attention?
State any general law of minJ that has strong
educational bearing.
A ' SWERS.

I.

2.

3·

4·

5.
6.

7.
8.
9·

Finding so much interesting work for the pu pils that they will not care to do anything
else. Making the teacher's own work of
such kind that the pupils will respect him
and his wishes Ability to enforce obedience, when force becomes necessary.
Yes. Requiring the pupils to do what they will
never find occasion to use in the real life.
Punishment should always be the legitimate
harvest of what the pupil sows. If he tramples upon the rights of other , he should forfeit his own corresponding rights. If he destroys property he should be compelled to
replace it.
Certainly. It is the only legitimate fruitage
of certain sowings. Nature does not seem
to have any scruples about inflicting corpo
ral punishment; and if the teacher were only as strong and free from folLy as Nature
is, he could follow her example with like
beneficent effects.
If a pupil willfully does disgrace to himself,
he shou:d be made to understand that his
associates know it.
Yes. Because they are simply a survival of
barbarism.
The word is used in various senses. ee James
for a discussion.
By attending to his work as long as he can do
so.
They all have, the one just mentioned, for
example.
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li.

ARRIVE .

CHICAGO

9 ilO

P. M.

P.M.

P.)f.

45 4 30
20 2 50
.15 1 2~
02 to 3.5
05 930

7 3.i
20
4 :30
320
235

P.l\1,

7 30

PORT HURON

7 20

3 10

730

4 10

P.M.

P.l\1.

A.l\1.

A.l'tf.

-- -- -- -- -A.l'tL

A.M.

tl 45

7 05

2
1
ll
LO
9

NIAGARA l!'ALLS

P . M.

NEW YORK

t6

P.M.

.A.l\1.

9 00

7 55

-- -- -8 40

-6 50

P,l\f.

A.M.

245

115

9 15

900

P.M.

A.M.

A .M.

925

8 15

9 50

BOSTON

t Dally except Sund::ty.

t

50 10 50

--

tp . ?tr •

755 hllS

-- -6 Oi 12 35

A.M.

A.M.

10

P .M.

7 04 PHILADE LPHIA

10 00

6

A.M.

800

-- -- -- -- --

P.l\1.

7 00
A.l\1 .

*Dally.

--

- - - - - - - - - - ---

800

P .l\1.

800

*

P.M .

700

A.l\1.

P.M.

7.

P.M.

4 r>O

12 25

5 07

11.1

P.l\1 .

!l 4;) 1000

90Cl

P.l\1.

*

A.M .

7 37

SAGINAW

-9 56- -8 50-

I.

A.M.

P.M.

DETROIT

WE~T.

23. $

A .M.

6 45

--- - -

*

13.

7 30

5 10 5 an
3 35 4UO
100 1 ail
11 30 12 15
10 30 11 20

A.M.

--

I 9.

t
A.M.

A .M.

VALPARAISO
SQU1'H RE D
BATTLE IJ HEEK
L A NH£ G
DURAND

A. IlL

745

*

ao

A . )I.

800
P.M.

ti 30

A.M.

830

900

P.l\1.

P.M.

A.M.

A.M.

1 l!O

700

8 30

900

$Sunday only.

Through Palace Sleeping car s between Chicago and New York-Trains 4, 6, 8, l, 9, 7 ; Boston-Trains 4 and 5
Saginaw Valley-Train 6 and 5; etrolt-Tralns 6 and 5. Trains 8 and 7 run through solid between Chicago and
New York via Eric Ry. Meals served en rente In plendld :rew Dining Cars .
For· time table~. tickets. and further information, apply to JAMES McCREE, Agent, Valparnlso.

GEO. B. REEVE.

W, E. DAVIS,

Traffic :uanager.

~£'HE

Gen. Pal!lsenget• and Tic ket Agt.

NEW HIM BALI..~ PIAN<->.

Frorr. a large number of te tlmonlals In our po _ . !on, referring to the excellency of the KilllBALL PIANO, we
take pleasure In quoting [by permission] the name of a few well known mu lcian of Europe and Amerlra, who h1we
u ed and recommP.nded the KIMBALL PIANO:
FROM ADELINA PATTI, "The Queen of ong."
FROM 'HARLES RUNKEL. ''The well known Compo hlcago, Dec. 16, 1889.
er and Plan! t"
W. W. KDIUALL Co., hi ago, Ill.
St Louis 1\Jo Sept 21 1 91
m~~t~t~~~l~~ k-;~ fi~~~~ 1!"re:;g.lealtui:::~'Lt~~~de~~~~; W. W. KmBALL Co., hlcag;, 111. ' .
. '
.
weet and sympathetic tone and supports the vol •e In a
Gentlemen :-Accept my congratulations. A firm makmo t satisfactory manner.
lng a nlano that places It In the front rank of plano maker
FROM EMIL LIEBLING. " hlcago's Leading Plnnl t." I to be, Indeed. congratulated. You make uch a plano
hlcago, April lith, 1 '9.
and I take plea nrc in stating that I have alway found
W. W . KIMBALL o., lty.
Gentlemen : -Your p!t1no has an •x ·cllent touch and the the ton refined, ympnthctlc and onorous, atl fylng the
tone Is perfectly all •factory and In these Lwomost Import· demands of the mo t fa tldlou artist. I w111 use your piant parLicular the Kr tB.\LL PtANO will compare fa,·ora- anos at my concerr where · o·ever I chance to meet them
bly with tho e of older and weJI known makes. l gh·c It
Again my congratulations.
my fu1lest Indorsement.
AND

Minnie Hank,
Lilli Lelnnnun,
Slg. Francisco Tamagno,
!g. Del Puente,
Emlll<'l her,
l\Inx Alvary
Paul Kall ch
Mme. Alban!,
Fredcrll'k Archer,
Julin Perotti,
Lillian ordlca,
lg. .\rdltl.
P. • Gilmore,
Han Balntka.

Office and Warerooms, KJ 1BALL B ILDI '

ALSO

We lcynn 'ollcgc of :\lu'ic, Bloomll1gton, Ill., St. Aloy~lu
chool, IJ!cngo. 111. Our Lady of Angel ~emina ry,
Lyons, Iowa, l\1 uont t. J osrph Academy, ub u que, Iowa.
' orthern-lndh1na .. Torma! 'cbool. \'alparal o. Ind., Bloom1ngton. 'on.ervatory of :\In lc, Bloomington, Ill., Grlllld
ltnllan Opera Company, l\Ietropolltan Opera Company.
no ton Ideal Opera. 'ompany, and many other prominent
art! t . lllu trated atalogue mailed.

W . W. KIMALL CO.
243-253 \ aha h ve., Chicago.

4.

LOCAL ADVERTISEMEN TS.

5

NORMAL BOOK STORE,
\1 at paraiso, 11)dial)a,
----HAS OPENED IN----

l'fEVJ EUIDDil'fG----WITH AN- - - -

E~LAH..G-ED

STC>O~,

----CHIEFLY OF----

~inc ~:O£ln~, ~ :onkS in ~inc ~ inclin~ ~ , and cvcfl ?
iyin~

in fy£ "bonk line § uifahlc fo.fl a

WE HAVE ALSO ENLARGED OUR FACILITIES FOR

~~BOOK MAKING,~~/

Ruling, Printing, Binding,
We ll1anu:facture a line of TABS, SMALL BLANKS, STUDE , TS' NOTE BOOKS, REPORTING BOOKS, GRAMMAR BOOKS, SCRATCH BOOKS, ETc. For use in chools.
Mnmifacturin;r Commercial Blanks FOR THEORY IN SCilOOLS is our specialty. Onr
line f ur Schools is worked on the best paper and listed the lowest of any Commercial 13lanks made.
They are now imitated by many other manufactures. To avoid this imitation, see that each sheet
of paper IS water marked "Sunny Side 1ills." In this line we make a JoUR~AL, Lr:rH;ER, DAY
BooK and CASH BooK, 40 pages ea., pressboard cover, listed at 10 cents each. lu leather and
marble paper, board bindings, 12 ~ cts per quire. Crown cap, heavy paper, leather b.u:k and mar·
b le paper ides, over-reaching covers, digit line ruling, YJ and ~ page Accounts in Ledgers, and
indt>xed on edge, 16YJ cents per quire. Same in cloth in place of lllarhle paper, but \1 ith leather
corner, 25 cents per quire 48 page · per quire. Our line of . \>te,;, Dr Lft:, Re ce ipts, Checks and
other blanks have been so extensi\·ely called fur that we arc makin~ engraved f,mn s, giving the ap
pearance of lithographic work. The e are listed al ~ 5 oo per 100 hook·, 36 in a book. Our Bills
Payable and Recei\·a ble, Bill Head Tahs and Hank Pass Hook s arc the same price, 5 ~..ents each,

.~ .
1

For Bank£ncr,

we make,CA. ' ll BOOKS, COLLE "riO.

REGI. "l'EH.S ,

T ICKLER , DI COUNT BoOK . , LEDGERS, A D lNDIVIDVAL LED-

Also, IX-COLUMN J URNAL:, LUMBER Bo
Special Rulings of any kind made to order.

GER·.

K. .

B. F. PEIUUKE, Dook-scllcr and Stationer,
alparaiso, Ind.

6

THE STUDEN T.

PUBJL~~~ED .

JOHNSTON'S CICERO'S ORATIONS AND LETTERS,

Octavo, 814 ·pages, extra cloth, with separate text for class room, 327 pages.
I t is the most complete school edition ever issued, in fullness of introd uction, amount of text
and exten t of notes.
Permit us to call attention to
The very complete life of Cicero and analysis of the Roman Commonwealth .
The selection of Orations- those grouped around the conspiracy of Cataline - thus enabli ng the
student to become familiar with historical conditions.
The introduction of Cicero's Letters to give variety and acquaint the studen t with epistola ry
literature, and with Cicero's Social Life.
The arrangement of notes on same page with text, doing away with useless turning of leaves.
That the text omits disputed readings, being plain and readable throughout.
That all matter in introduction, notes, vocabulary and indexes is inserted for the benefit of t!te
undergraduate student.
.
The fu ll Index, by means of which topical and inductive study may be carried on.
The separate text for recitations.
The introduction price is $1.25, prepaid, and a full set of the texts for the class is suppl ied f ree
to the teacher when the adoption is made.
Already Published IN THE INTER-COLLEGIATE LATIN SERIES.
BELLUM HELVETIUM, by Lowe and Butler. $I 00. The ideal beginner's book as it prepares d irectly for the reading of C resar and saves the student at least three months time in h is first
year's work.
LOWE & EWING'S Ch:SAR. Notes and special vocabularies on same page with text, and
a separate text for class room. Introduction price $ 1.25.
IN LATINUM. Professor J.D. S. Riggs. A manual of Latin Prose work based on the first
four books of C resar. 50 cents.

Sample copies mailed on receipt of introduction price.
A.LBER T, SCOTT~

co.,

Educational P u blis hers,

106 Jf,.abaslt .llvenue, CHIC.JI.GO, ILL.

JUST THINK OF IT!

FFl.EE!

.GIVEN AWAY!

V A L U E , $125.00.
THE ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA, with American Additions and Revisions thoroughly Americani zing and Revi ing this great wo rk to 1891, including Biographies of noted Living
Persons, by W . H. DePuy, D. D. LL. D . , the widely known Encyclopedia editor. This edition,
with its thorough equipme nt of E\V 1AP · bro ught up to date, m ake

'fHE MOST COMPLE TE EN CYCLOPE DI A TH E WORLD HAS EVER
1!!.11 QUA!!TQ
iW ~liiil
~
2 w~ 'A"

VO'IIUilill
"!'S _
1

EEN.

·w e ha,•e det~rm incd tbat no o~e can offer further excu e for not owning this
)lon:u'Clt of Encyclopedia · \\rite fo r terms of our wond erful offe r.

20 , 506 P ages ! 10,643 Illustration s. 6 7 1 M aps an d P lans ! A Digest of the Libraries of t h e world ! COMPLETE AND UNABRIDGED. Costin g Originally to
Produce over Three Million Dollars .
HOW TO SECURE IT WITHOUT ONE DOLLAR OUTLAY ADDRESS ,

STAR PUBLl HING COMPANY, 7G

ontgomery St., J ersey City, N. J.

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT.

NIC~LJUTE.
'flteNewJork.Chicago~ Stlouis RJ\

I

GOING WET.

--------~------~--------~

No. 3 .

NO. 1.

LOCAL.

12 ()()

7 10 p,

955
11 10

~1.

6 30 A.

..
"

2
3
3
3

1 50

301

3 4.'3
4

..
"
"

p,

00
0'2
33
53

4 20

)!,

J\1.

..
"
••
"
"

"

5 02

"

5 57
6 :tl

..
"

8 10

••

..

~6

..

6 51

..

5 37
6 54,

READ THI

The following is time corrected to Dec. 13, 1891.
Trains depart from and arrive at Union Railway Station, Van Buren St., Chicago, and N. Y., L. E. & W.
Ry. Station, Buffalo.
GOING EA T.

TRAINS DAILY
Except Sunday.

No.2.

BUFFALO.
CLEVELAND.
BELLEVUE.
FOSTORIA.
NEW HAVEN.
FT. WAYNE.
SOUTH WHITLEY.
CLAYPOOL.
MENTONE.
ARGOS.
KNOX.
SOU'l'H WAN A T.A H.
VALPARAl:::iO.
HOBART.
HAMMOND.
CHlCAGO.

\llfi ..
10 24 ••
1 29 P. :ll.

6 4!) A.M.

8«
10 BO
11 10
12 30

1

)1.

..

••

7

No.4.

ti 00 1'.

10 5:)
8 15

)l.

A. lll.

..

6 50

..

..

20 P.M.
6 4.'i
520

!)

2
1
12
12
11
11
10

.

LOCAL.

01
45
36
06
48
2l
40

10 Oil
9 46

6 0:1 P.

"

3

..
..

A. :ll.

!)~

..

2 20

••

1
12
10
9

~[.

17 "
30 "
40 A.M.
07 ..

8 11l ••
7 13 ..
6 06 ••

9 21
8 41i

7 :>5

SIDE DOWN.

READ THl

IDE UP.

Through tickets to all points on sale at principal offices of the company at lowest rates for any
class of tickets de ired. Baggage checked to destination.

LEWIS WILLIAMS,
General Supt.,

B. F. HORNER,
General Passenger g t.,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Te~chers ~a:n.ted!

If you are preparing yourself, or have prepared yourself, for the great work of teaching, you will
want a position in September next. W<:! shall be pleased to assist you, if yot\ will let us hear from
you. We refer with pleasure to over 40 former graduates and students of the Northern Indiana
Normal, whom we have located in the la t two year . \ e have a la rge patronage, all through the
West and South, among the best village and city sc hool , ormals, Acade mies, Colleges, Etc.
Send for manual, blank, de. Address,

C. J. ALBERT, Manager. The School and College Bureau, ELMHUR T, ILL.

Do

yol~

want to make the best use of' your time'!
Do you want a live and practical book on teaching'!
Do you want some f'resh exercises'!

IF SO, WE CAN HELP YOU.
\VELCH'

"How

TO

r.oo

TUDY",

A book for elf-improvement in schoo l
\VELCH S

'UR EY'

'H

W T

E\

RCA

IZE, CLA ·: IF\' A . D TEACH A ~

I.OO
1.00

I

a~~1:4

TRY,' ' llOOL",

PE . L G EXERCI E ,

All new and timely book writt n by u
To any new u criber to
book for ~ r. 35·
THE T DE~T I yr.
I. 25
ny one of the ab ve book ,
1.00

In ordering b

rhome.

es. ful teacher
we will furnish either of the above

\Ve furnish both
F R

~I

mail 5 ent mu t be adde 1 for po tage.

THE STUDENT'

1

1l

,oLLE EAvE .•

LP RAI

o; IND.

THE S T UDENT.

8

''What F.oots These Mortals Be'' Unless TheJ BnJ aCataract.
"There's nothing new under the sun" that equals the Cataract.
Our No. a stripped becomes our

35

LB. ~OAD

~ACE~

"WITHOUT A

RIV A.L.

Scorcher Saddle and Rat Trap Pedals when ordered. Brake and Mud Guards
furnished to be used when desired. Send for Catalogue for specifications.

-Pneumatic Tire,
Father T ime Beaten W h en You Ride a Cataract.

.@_ __

~--.

c

c

H.

SCHUB,==~

Importer and Jobber of all
kinds of Bicycles.

VALPARAISO, IND.,
CHICAGO.

AND

Agents wanted. Also
Advertising in leading papers wanted.

-

sale~men

to travel.

Send rates and circulation.

UNEQUAL E D MUSIC BOOK. For

(..lasses, E t c.
GOOD L U CK,

~lnglng

BY . W. STRAUB. Note the following important
features in the Elementary Department: 1. Truthful tatement in tmple language. 2. Daily 1·eadina
exercises, perfectly g raded. 3. Exerci es and Topic introduced in thei r bel!torder. 4. The principle
of reading arc vractically taught, so that pupil
learn to read in an k ey in the time that i genera lly given to only one key [key of C]. 5. Modulating
x •r ises by which reading the cla-ssics is made I',Q.I$y .
6. The only cot-r t time signatut'C!O arc u d.
e what charming matter the body of "G od
Luck" contain : 1. £\en 10!WlUCtUu Jar"' number of
a y and deli(Jht/ul piece for •·fir t te rm work.'' 2.
lloi · Quartets un I jinc four part song . ;J. 'olo
of excepti()nal b auty with in trumental accompaui·
m nts. 4. A numb r of humorou pice that ar
·ir1·esistiule in a hlt~S or coo c rt. 5. ' pl cn<lid ·' 'Jio ·
with vocnl accompanim nts. 6. 1'11lcr•d music. e.r·
ccllent Anthem , Hymn tune etc. 7. Pie ·c that
include 1lummi110 and wlli ·tling noveltie . . Farm·
t·' celebratedOt·atorio horu and Quartet, "Gren.t
and Mar elou ." 9. Bishop' orrot concert Glee,
with obligato olo, ''Now Tramp o'er Mos and
Fell.''
Goon LucK contains 192 page , is well printed,
wir titched. Pri only 60 CE'nts.
S. W . STRAUB & CO., Pub.,

243 State St., CHICA GO, ILL.

MODBL TBXT BOOKS.
Houston's New Physical

eography.

Hart's Composition and Rhetoric.
Smyths' American Literature.
Thorpe's Civil Government.
hase , Stuart's Latin Grammar.
tuarl's Fir t Year in Latin.
ha e ~:' · tuart s

ew Illustrated Cre ar.

ha ·e ',

la sical

tuart'

eries.

Trimble' Hand Book of Literature.
Il o u ton' New Phy ical Geography is u ed in
the N0rthern Indiana Normal chool.

Eldredge & J3ro. 1
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

A.lJtiERTISINC DEPARTMENT.
"I advise all parents to have their boys and girls taught shorthand writing and type writing.
A stenographer who can type write his notes would be safer from poverty than a great Greek scholar ."-CHARLES R~ADE, on "The Coming Man . "

r-rlte

I·lighe~~

I )evelopnlettt of" tJ1e
'-'Vri'ting

Ma.-~ltine

is tl1.e

Remington $tandard Typewriter.
The only award made by the Paris Exposition for improvements in typewriter
mechanism, was a bronze medal presented to Mr. \V. K. J en ne, the su perintenclent of the Remington factory.

-The W. S. &B. FARAGON
RIBBONS
are w~rr~nted to give s~tisfaction. .... ..... .... ......
....... ..
·-~

~, , ~

~,

·'"

-

_,

WYCKOFF, SEAMANS & :BENEDICT,
175 MONROE STREET, CHICAGO.

VALP.ARAISO
is situated on the Pittsburg, Ft. Wayne & Chi·
cago I ailway, a main thoroughfare of the
--system known as--

·THE PE NSYLVANIA LINES.·
It is thereby in direct communication with Chicago on the west, with Plymouth, Columbia City
and Ft. Wayne, Indiana; Van We1l, Delphos,
Lima, Upper 'andusky, Bucyrus, Mansfield,
Massillon, and Canton, 0.
On express trains Pullman Sleeping and Din ing cars are carried via alparai o to
PITTSB RG,
BALTIM RE,

\VA ~ HI rGTO r,
PHIL DELPHIA,
NEW Y

RK.

For complete information regarding rates of
fare and time of trains, apply to
GEO. A. DODGE,

Ticket Agent. Valparai o, Ind.,
.JO EPH WOOD,
E. A.. FORD,
General Manager,
G <.>neral Pas enger Agt.
Pitt burg, Pa.

Cfhe f3enn pitman
3vstem of Phonog~aph!f
IS Till•:

Am~ri(2cH1 S~st~m

of Shortrtofld.

To supply the increasing demand for stenographers, schools of shorthand and type-writing have been established in various parts of
the country, and, with few exceptions, all business colleges now have a "department of shorthand." A number of systems are taught, but
1/tttl of" Beun l•ttmuu is n1ore gen.
erauu u.~ed lltctn auy otlur in tlli
ctntntry, tnut JUUfl be r.alled Ute
~'.;lmericat& ~y t ent.' -Extract from tlu
Report of the Commissioner of /!..' ducat ion (Wasllington, D. C.), for t/u yt'llr 1887-88, page 927.

1f I were , tarting to learn Phonography now,
I should get llenn Pit1nan's fllanual and other
books and follow them.-Dmnis F.11Iurphy, Official Reporter of tlte U.S. Senate. (See Puo;o.;ut~RAPHIC 1AGAZI E, f"o/. V, pa,!,'e 105-AJrif,
1891.)
. 'e nd for complete catalogue and ~pecimen
page · fall phonographic publications.
A liberal discount will be made to all schools and to
teachers of Phonography, and special prices will be
quoted for introductJon and exchange. Addre s

THE PHONOGRAPHIC INSTITUTE,
CINCINNATI, OHIO ,

IO

THE STV.bE.NT.
,_

•

VVhy Ride a Log VVagon
When you can get a 35 Pound GATARAGT that is just as strong?
BUlL T ON SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES.
THE LIGHTEST TO STAND THE GREATEST STRAIN.
Americans are ahead of the Englishman in many things, but we have to
admit that the Englishman is the pioneer and has the advantage in CycleMaking.

And the Cataracts are the Cream of the English Whee1s.020-vv-

~== C.
Importer and Jobber
of Cycles.

H. S

HUB,==~
VALPARAISO, IND.,
AND CHICAGO.

We can furnish all grades and any wheel in existence.

W e have something interesting for LIVE AGENTS.
S E E :1? .A.G-E

a.

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT.

fl

10TH ANNUAL EXCURSION
-

TO THE-

Great Falls

or Hia]BFB,

(VIA NICKEL PLATE R. R .)

From Valparaiso, and Points East,

Tuesday, Aug. 16, 1892.

ROUND TRIP FARE, $7 .oo.
T he train leaves Valparaiso at 9:46, arriving at the Falls the following day
- - a t 7:00 P. i . - Remember the whole trip need cost you no more than $ LZ:oo; as sightseeing is now free, and for the accommodation of the excursionists, reduced rates at .first class hote :s have been secured .
Those desiring to visit the charming Jake of CHAUTAUQUA, can do
so without ezt?-a cltarge.

TORONTO AND RETU RN, $ 1.00 EXTRA.
Regular tickets are good for five days, but liberal extensions will be given
those who desire stop-over privileges.
The special train returning leaves the Falls the morning of Aug. r8. Arrive
at leveland, the beautiful fore t city, at 3:oo P. M. The train will not leave
until ro P . l\1., thus affording an excellent opportunity of viewing the
arficld
Monument, Euclid A e., and other interesting ights.
Any information will be gladly given by

M.

. KELLY,
Excur ion Manager,
VALP R I

,

I

T H E STUDRNT.

}2

You will want a FIRST CLASS Hotel,
zvhere
the
rates

you can

are rea-

feel at

sonable~

home.

•

tax The

Atlantic.

IT IS CENTRALLY LOCATED,
(Opposite the Rock Island Depot and Board of Trade.)
IT HAS rro HANDSOMELY FURNISHED ROOMS,
I T IS CLEAN AND COMFORTABLE,
IT HAS A SUPERIOR SERVICE,
THE PROPRIETORS ARE EXPERIENCED HOSTS and will do everything possible to make your tay pleasant.

Rates $2.00 Per Day.

!

REGULATE THE

STOMACH, LIVER ~~<J BOWELS,
•

AND •

PURiFY T E BLOOD.
A RELIABLE REMEDY FOR

Indigestion, Biliousness, Headache, Constipation,
Dyspepsia, Chronic Liver Troubles, Dizziness, Bad
Complexion, Dysente:-y, Offensive Breath, and all
w L.
isorders of the Stornach, Li er and
Wpans Tabules contain nothing injurious to the most delicate onstitution. r!ca.sant to take, safe, efiectu .. l. Gl\·e immediate relief. • old by
druggists. A trial bottle sent by ma:l on receipt of 15 cent~ . AddreSJ
1o

THE RIPA S CHEM!CAL CO.,
S='ruce Street,
New York City.
l ipa1 , 'l'al

~&I

•: : fot t01pi l l!v ·r.

00
•

I

ti n•....

HARPER and MILLER'S VERGIL.

Six books of the Aeneid of Vergil, with Notes and Vocabulary. By ,V. R.
HARPER, Ph. D., President of Chicago University, and FRANK J. MILLER, Ph.
D., Instructor in Latin in Chicago University. I 2mo, cloth. Illustrated with
map, cuts, and twelve full page engravings. x+46 r pages ............. $ r. 2 5

CATHCART'S LITERARY READER.

A manual of English Literature ; new. By GEORGE R. CATHCART. I 2 mo,
cloth, 92 portraits. x+45 I pages .................................. $r. I 5
MILNE'S HIGH SCHOOL ALGEBRA.

By ,V. J. MILNE, Ph. D., LL.D., President of New York State Normal College,
Albany, N. Y. Cloth, I2mo, 36o pages ............................ $r.oo
DAVIES'S NEW ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA.

Embracing the first principles of the science. By CHARLES DAVIES, LL. D.
Edited by J. H. VAN AMRINGE, Ph. D., Prof. of Mathematics, Columbia College. I 2mo, cloth, 294 pages ...................................... 9oc.
ARMSTRONG and NORTON'S LABORATORY MANUAL ofCHEMISTRY.

By JAME. E. ARMSTRONG and JA~ms H. NoRTON, I2mo, cloth, I44 pages. I64
Experiments. Illustrations .................................. ·..... 5 acts.
MORRIS'S PHYSICAL EDUCATION in the PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

An eclectic sy tern of exercises, including the Delsartean principles of elocution and expression. By R. ANNA MoRRIS. 8vo, cloth. I!!ustrated .... $r.oo
THE SCHOOL MASTER in LITERATURE.

Containing selections from the writings of Ascham, Moliere, Fuller, Rousseau,
Shenstone, Cowper, Goethe, Pestalozzi, Page, Mitford, Bronte, Hughes, Dickens, Thackery, Irving, George ~liot, Eggleston, Thompson, and others. 'Vith
an introduction by Enwn. EGGLESTON. I 2mo, cloth, 6o8 pages.. . . . . . r. 40
SHOUP'S HISTORY and SCIENCE of EDUCATION.

By Wi-t. J. HOUP. A treatise on the evolution of mind and science of education applied to the art of teaching. For institutes, normal schools, reading circles, and the private self-instruction of teachers ...................... . 1.00

Books sent postpaid on receipt of price. Specially favorable terms
for introduction. The publishers invite correspondence.
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